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I .-—A short account of the Moa Month sect, and of the country at

present occupied by the Bor Senaputtee . By S. O. Hannay, Capt.

40th Regt. iV. I. Asst, to the Commissioner in Assam.

Origin and Religious tenets.—Moa Mureeah or Morah, is the desig-

nation of a particular sect of the Assamese population, who are noted

in the latter days of Assam history. They are scattered over the whole

valley, being found as far west as Goalparah, hut the greatest numbers

seem to he located in that tract of country, known in the present day,

as the Muttuck territory.

About the period that the numerous tribes in the valley of Assam

were converted to Hinduism, a division took place amongst them, num-

bers of the population following the religious tenets of a certain “ Goo-

roo,” or spiritual adviser, who did not admit the supremacy of the Brah-

mins, and professing to worship only the incarnation of the deity, known

to heathens, as “ Vishnu.”

The residence of the first priest of this sect, is said to have been on

the Majoillee*, on the banks of a small lake, which is now carried away

by the Burhumpooter. The name of this lake, from the circumstance

of its abounding in a description of small fish, called Moa, was named

in the usual style of Assamese phraseology u M6a Morah from whence

arose the name of the sect, but which has been turned, by those of the

Brahminical faith through a spirit of contempt, to Moa Mureeah.

After the rise of the sect of Moa Mureeah the seat of the head

priest, called the Moa Mureeah Gossain, was removed to a place called

Kuteeah Putha, a short distance to the west of Jorehdt, and the spot on

which he resided was elevated from the plain, several hundred feet, by

* Large island of the Burhumpooter.
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artificial means. The name of the first gossain was Onee Rood, and

disciples seem to have flocked in to him from all the different tribes,

such as, Cassarees, Ahoms, Dhooms, Kuleetas, Kaysts, Harees, and

others of the lowest classes. And from the upper part of the valley,

may be added Scoteahs, Morans, &c. &c. &c.

Nothing particular is recorded of this sect, until the reign of raja

Luckmke Sing, when having joined in the rebellion of this raja’s bro-

ther, a general massacre was ordered, which was carried into effect, and

the gossain, with all his family killed. It is related of Luckmek Sing

that his feelings were so vindictive against the gossain, that although

he was positively informed not only of his death but that his body had

been cut in pieces, still he had the river dragged, for the remains of his

enemy, in order to satisfy himself that he had really been killed.

This general massacre fell very severely on the Morans, and other in-

habitants of the Upper Booree Diking, who formed a large portion of

the army, which for a time overthrew the rule of Luckmek Sing
; and

to this indiscriminate massacre may be attributed the subsequent civil

wars of Assam, which in the end have brought it to its present degene-

rate and comparatively impoverished state.

Lucicmee Sing seems however to have relented shortly after the

massacre above mentioned, and, on a representation being made to him,

by the priests of the opposite sect, he appointed another Gooroo, or

spiritual head, over the Moa Mureeahs, in the person of a man, named
Pitumber, who w'as said to have been a nephew of the former gossain.

As might have been expected this priest and his party retained all the

vindictive feeling of their relatives towards the sovereigns of Assam, and

a second rebellion broke out, in the following weak reign of Goureenath

Sing, who fled from his seat of Government for seven years, during

which time the Moa Mureeahs set up several rajas of their own,

Their names wrere as follows, Duffla Bohoteea*, Boora Phokan, his

son Ugnee Kumwar, and lastly Baroteea, wrho got rid of his prede-

cessor by a trick of rather a ludicrous nature. Having had much influ-

ence over Ugnee, he persuaded him that the north bank of theBurhum-

pooter was the proper place for his raj, and when he had seen him and

his party safely off, he returned, and quietly set himself up in his stead

at Rungpore. During this confusion the setting up of rajas seems to

have been quite common in Upper Assam, as even the Dhooms of the

Moa Mureeah sect set up a raja for themselves, first at Sudiya, and

afterwards at Douka khana, on the north bank of the Burhumpooter.

This raj wras overthrown by the Khamtis.

* A Duffla slave.
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The Moran portion of the Moa Mureeahsset up for themselves, on the

Debroo, the father of the present Senaputtee, who took possession of

the present Bengmorah, the former name of which was Sungmae

pathctr.

During the time that Baroteea had established himself at Rungpore,

Goureenath Sing, received the assistance of the British Government,

and the Moa Mureeahs were dispersed. The chief of Bengmorah was

overthrown by the inhabitants of Sitdiya, assisted by the Khamtis, and

the six Singpho Gams, residing on the east bank of the Uou Diking
,

and a persecution seems to have been kept up against the sect, who were

driven to seek shelter amongst the Singplios, and a great number of the

Moran portion of the sect were cut off by these people at a spot near

the confluence of the Noa and Booree Diking .

Under the firm government of Poor-na-nund, Bor Gohain, or chief

minister of the raja, the Moa Mureeahs received severe chastisement,

and those who escaped towards the Upper Diking, do not seem to have

been able to establish themselves again, as independent of their rightful

sovereign ;
either during the remainder of raja Gouheenath’s reign

or in that of his still weaker successors Comaleswur, and Chunder-

ganth, but they made several efforts to do so, and Ba roteea, (who was

formerly mentioned,) whilst living for shelter in the Beesa Gam’s village,

(the grandfather of the present Beesa,) sent a person called Ramnath
Bor Boorooah to treat with the Burman monarch for assistance ; though,

at that time, without effect. Messages w'ere however repeatedly sent

to Burmah, and parties of Burmese were twice brought into Assam

;

once by the Beesa Gam, and once by a Khamti chief called IIocass

Gohain, and it was with him, that the father of the person known as

the Kaminee Phokan, first came from Burmah. These Burmans how-

ever, were always bribed, or bought over, through the influence and

wealth of the prime minister, who in the end relaxed his severity to-

wards the Moa Mureeahs, and subsequently gave the present chief of

Muttuck, his title of Bor Senaputtee ; who appears to have remained

obedient to his lawful sovereign, paying the revenue required from the

portion of the sect, over whom he was supposed to have authority.

Poor-na-nund Goiiain may be said to have been the protector, and

regenerator of his country for a period of twenty years, before which

time it had been a scene of anarchy and bloodshed. He was not

destined however to remain longer in his prominent situation, for his

sovereign the weak Chundercantb, and a few of his nobles, jealous of

the Bor Gohain's power and influence, but unable to displace him them-

selves, secretly entered into a league with the Burmans for that purpose,
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and the Bor Phokan, who went to Burmah, vi& Calcutta , on the part

of Chundercanth returned to Assam with the Khyee Woongye, and

8 or 10 thousand Burmans, and the latter being always ready for con-

quest, were by no means loath to make their way into a country, which

had been represented to them, as overflowing with riches
;
but the

Bor Gohain only lived to hear of their arrival across the frontier.

What followed in this country is already well known, and there are

few, who are not aware, that the oppressive rule of the Burmans brought

Assam into a more degraded state than it had ever been.

The Senaputtee taking advantage of the confusion of those times,

established himself, in his father’s position at Bengmorali, and secured

himself from the immediate control of the Burman government by

keeping at his residence, and in his pay, a vakeel, who was a native

Burman* and remained with the Senaputtee, on the part of the

Burmans.

The Bor Senaputtee having established himself as the head of the

Moa Mureealis on the line of the Debroo, he soon set himself up, on a

firmer footing, than any of the former chiefs of the sect, and as he

pleaded poverty, besides, the outskirts of his country, being so jungly as

to present a forbidding aspect to the Burmans, they allowed him to

remain comparatively unmolested.

At the time of the arrival of the first Burmese army in Assam, the

Morans occupied, as they now do, their proper localities on the upper

portion of the Debroo ; and lower down that river, and scattered over

different parts of the surrounding country, there was a tolerable popu-

lation of Moa Mureeah's and other Assamese, but not near so extensive,

as was found, on the British taking possession of this country.

Upper Assam had been long subject to the inroads of the Singphos

;

and their slave-taking excursions were carried on with renewed success,

during the Burman rule in Assam. The Bor Senaputtee seems how-

ever to have prevented any successful attack on his portion of the coun-

try. And it is reported that the present Beesa Gam, made, at one time,

an attempt on a large scale, to carry off some of the people, but was

driven back with great loss. The inhabitants of the surrounding coun-

try therefore, feeling that they would be more secure from Singphos,

and Burman oppression, naturally chose to put themselves under the

protection of a man like the Senaputtee. And thus on the arrival of

the British in Assam, he was found with all the semblance of an inde-

pendent prince, and the head of a country containing upwards of 50,000

inhabitants.

* Tlie Kaminee Phokan before mentioned.
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It does not appear that any particular boundary was laid down for-

merly to the Senaputtee, or that any particular parts of the province

were considered as his hereditary lands. But subsequent arrangements

with British authorities in Assam, have given to him a territory, having

the Burhumpooter as its western and northern boundary, the Booree Li-

king as its southern, and a line drawn south from Sudiya to the Booree

Diking is the eastern boundary. And the Bor Senaputtee is the ac-

knowledged chief of a tract of country, bearing a fair proportion in ex-

tent, to that which has been made over to Porunder Sing.

The Morans are quite a distinct class of the Moa Mureeah sect, and

occupy the same section of the country, as they didin former days. This

tract is situated between the Dangooree, and Debroo rivers
; they also

inhabit a portion of the south bank of the Debroo, but they do not ap-

pear to have extended to the westward of the junction of the Dangoree

and Debroo, at which place a chokey was situated, called panee cho-

key. The following are the names of some of their localities : Bor
Choohree, Hiiru ChooJcree, Casso-Jan, Hoolunga-gooree, Goee-Jhdn,

Dhea-muli, Bhdtho-Jhdn, Jegooniguya, Majoilee goyah, Beesa KhQpa
and others. In the days of the Assam rajas, the Morans paid no re-

venue, but as people living in a jungle, (which it would seem their

name denotes,) they were called upon to supply the raja’s household

with different articles in accordance to the designation of their tribes ;

for instance, the Hathi Soongis supplied him with elephants, the Rom
Jogooyahs, with the coloring vegetable matter known in Assam, as

rom, Dharee booahs, with mats, and the Mo-Jogoozahs with honey,

and so forth.

Further down the Debroo, there are many villages inhabitated by

the Moa Mureeah sect, but they are generally found with a greater pro-

portion of those who profess the Brahminical faith ;
but in the wes-

tern portion of the country, many of the first classes of the Ahom po-

pulation reside, who are followers of the Moa Mureeah gohains.

The jungles on the north bank of the Booree Diking have been, for

several years, considered as a place of refuge for the disaffected, and

such has been the emigration (from well known causes), to the coun-

try between the Burhumpooter and the Booree Diking, that it is said,

there cannot be less than a hundred and twenty thousand inhabitants

there. This statement will be more readily credited, when it is known

that the whole of the extensive khats, or farms, containing the finest

grain pathars in Upper Assam, and situated between the Debroo, and

the Booree Diking, are occupied within these few years by the runaway

ryots of Porunder Sing. The whole of the Beheeah population of the
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districts of Seesee, and Dumajee, three fourths of the Cassaree popula-

tion, originally belonging to Sudiya, and three fourths of the Dho-

ania population released from Singpho slavery, amounting to 8, or

9000, are all located within the boundary lately assigned to the Sena-

puttee.

The Bor Senaputtee pays to the British Government an annual sum

of 1 800 rupees, and the surplus of the revenue of this country remains

in his own hands. What the amount of that revenue may he, is, I

presume, not known. My information, which I have obtained from vari-

ous sources is as follows. All new comers into the Muttucfc country,

are taxed after one and a half years’ residence there. A poll tax is

acknowledged to be in force, and the different classes pay according to

the following scale.

Morans, 3 rupees per head.

Cassarees, (Sonewahls,) 3 rupees ditto.

Behees, (Sonewahls.) 2\ rupees ditto.

Assamese, (of all classes,) 2 to 1 rupee ditto.

But with such a mixed population, a portion of which are no doubt,

people of idle and dissolute habits, the probability is that many of the

inhabitants escape taxation. And besides it can hardly be expected,

that any regular system of administration could be carried ou, when

the head of the country, and his whole family, are so illiterate and ig-

norant. The Senaputtee has seven sons, and he, himself, is the only one

of the family, who knows any thing even of the common Assamese cha-

racter. Increasing prosperity however, has rendered it necessary for

them to employ native w'riters, who are placed in the different districts

over which different members of the Senaputtee’s family have control.

He, and his sons, have also taken large farms into their own hands ;

which are worked by the Assamese, who have last gone into Muttucfc,

so that although they escape taxation, they are thus made a source

of immediate profit to the chief, and his sons.

In a letter, published in the Government Gazette, dated June, 1825,

the Bor Senaputtee is said to be the head of the Moa Mureeah tribe.

I however wish to explain, that the Moa Mureealis are not a distinct

tribe, but a religious sect of the Assamese population, composed of in-

dividuals, from most of the known tribes of Assam, and who have risen

into notice within the memory of men now living. The Bor Senaputtee

has been generally considered as the head of a distinct tribe, tributary

to the Assam rajas ; but this is not the case. He is neither the chief of

the Moa Mureeah sect, nor of the Moran tribe, as these classes are by

no means confined to his territory.
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The head priest of the Moa Mureeahs, is a son of the man formerly

mentioned, called “ Pjtumber until lately he resided at Kooteah

Pottcch, but he is now living' in the Senaputtee’s country : his name is

Bucktanund. His antipathy to those who pi'ofess the Brahminical

faith is well known, and the strong suspicions that exist, regarding his

late conduct at Jorelicit, having been a cloak for mischievous purposes,

has forced him to leave that part of the country.

The Moa Mureeahs seem to have a good deal of republican feeling,

with regard to equality, and free will
;
and it is said that there are

great dissentions amongst those in the Senaputtee’s country.

Bucktanund dislikes the chief, because he will not enter into his

bigoted views, on secular, as well as religous matters. The Morans

also, on the Upper Debroo, have set up for themselves a separate Goo-

roo, or spiritual head, and as they considered themselves on an equality

with the Senaputtee, they are not at all satisfied with the high station he

has lately assumed, and particularly with their having been money tax-

ed, and also with regard to other unusual exactions made on them by

him. I have understood that these disaffections have been carried so

far, as to be made the subject of a formal complaint to the British

authorities in the beginning of 1837.

The Bor Senaputtee is a “ Boorook Sooteah his ancestors* were

natives of the district of Sudiya, but he was born on the Upper Debroo .

He must have been a man of some energy of character, and is spoken

of as having been much liked in his younger days
; but love of money,

and of powex-, have lately assumed such an influence over him, as to be

seen in all his actions. He is also said to be completely ruled by his

wife in these matters, against whom the Morans entertain very bitter

feelings.

The Senaputtee is now an old man, and having had one severe pa-

ralytic stroke, he may not live long
;
none of his sons are equal to him

in intellect, but the second son, called the “ Madjo Gohain,” is said

to be the most intelligent, and he is strongly in the interests of Buck-
tanund the priest. Taking into consideration therefore the character

of this priest, it is to be feared, that, when released from the control of

the Senaputtee, some disturbances may arise, and urged by bigotry,

some acts of violence may take place, unless prevented by timely in-

terference on the part of the British Government.

Although the Senaputtee’s country is interspersed with jungle, it

abounds in extensive grain pathers, and is a rich depot of grain. A
great portion of the inhabitants being of those classes who are consider-

* Father and grandfather.
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ed the best farmers in Assam, the cultivation is good, and crops of the

same description are raised as in the other parts of Assam ; with ex-

ception of the mustard plant, wdrich is scarce. Sugar-cane, of a supe-

rior quality is cultivated to some extent, and manufactured into goor.

And in the upper section of the country, inhabited by Morans, cot-

ton of an excellent quality is produced, and forms a considerable export

to lower Assam.

Rice and cotton are the staple commodities, and with goor, and ele-

phants’ teeth, form the only exports.

The country, however, like the other sections of Upper Assam fur-

nishes mooga ; and the southeast portion is the locality of numer-

ous tea tracts, many of which are in an advanced state, and produce

tea of an excellent quality.

The universal resources of the Senaputtee’s country must be supposed

to be of the same nature as those which are known to exist in that por-

tion of Upper Assam, with which it is connected. It may however be

observed, that on the eastern side of the country towards the Naga
hills, there are iron, salt, and coal found, within the limits of the boun-

dary lately alloted to the Muttuc/c chief
; neither of these minerals are

worked.

The imports into the Senaputtee’s country, which find a ready sale

are salt, tobacco, betel-nut, cossyah mattocks, flints and steel, knives of

Assamese manufacture, brass pots, copper pots, earthen pots.

High ridges of ground run across the country from southwest, to

northeast, particularly towards the eastern boundary. But the gene-

ral level of the country is low, and the lower portion of the Debroo,

and the whole line of the Dooree Diking, wTith a few exceptions*, is

flooded, during the height of the rains. It is intersected by numer-

ous streams, and w'ater-courses, and those on the north bank of the

Debroo, which fall into that river, coming from the Burhumpooter ; a

portion of the country .therefore, from Sudiya to the mouth of the

Debroo, may be considered only as a succession of islands, belonging

to the large river.

The principal streams on the northern side, are the Sasa and Tingri,

both of which fall into the Booree Diking. They are navigable for the

common canoes of the country throughout the greatest part of the

year, and are consequently extremely useful to the inhabitants, as out-

lets for the produce of the country.

The Muttuckf country is not considered unhealthy by the natives,

* In many places the remains of a water bund are visible on the Difiing.

t A name given to the Morans by the KLamtis.
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but there seems to be a want of good water, and this may he attributed

to the circumstance of most of the running streams having their source

in jheels, passing over low alluvial soil, and through thick jungle. The

inhabitants, however, who live at a distance from the main streams,

use the water from wells, which is considered good.

I know little else worthy of remark regarding the country of Mut-

tuck or its inhabitants, and the latter no doubt resemble those of the

same classes in other parts of Assam. The Morans, however, have some

peculiarities which are not met with in other Assamese. They are rude

and rough in their manners, and much more robust in their persons

than most Assamese, and they are not as yet, addicted to the use of

opium. Their only peculiarities in dress are that they wear black

turbans, and very long amber ear-rings.

In these people, we might perhaps trace a remnant of what the in-

habitants of Upper Assam were a century ago.

II.

—

Mr. Kittoe’s Journal of his Tour in the Province of Orissa.

Having been deputed by the Coal and Mineral Committee to explore

the supposed coal fields of Orissa, reported by me in 1837, I left

Calcutta by dawk on the 23rd of February 1838, with a determination

to make the most of my time and journey, also of the small pecuniary

allowance made for the purpose, in antiquarian and other research

beyond the mere exploring of the coal localities.

I reached Mednipur on the morning of the 24th
; left again at 9

p. M. and arrived at Jaleswara ( Anglice Jellasore J, the following

morning, the 25th ; I carefully examined the bed of the Suhanrikd,

but could not discover any trace of coal.

I was shewn an old musjid on the bank of the river close to the

village
;
over its centre arch is an Arabic inscription in the Toghra

character of which I took a facsimile ; it is a quotation from the Koran

and apparently the name of one of the Pathdn emperors of Gaur

;

the musjid is very small and built in the rudest style with blocks of

laterite taken from some demolished temple ; there has been a small

oblong area to it enclosed by a stone wall, having four small flanking

towers at the corners and a gateway in the centre of the eastern face,

the whole is now nearly demolished.

About four miles hence to the northward on the right (or south)

bank of the river, are the remains of a very extensive fortification the

history of which is buried in oblivion ; I had intended to have visited

this place on my return, but was prevented by sickness.

4 Q
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I left Jaleswar at 10 p. m. and reached Baleswar (Anglicc

Balasore ), the next morning (the 26th) at sunrise, having stopped

for half an hour at the Buruhalang river to search for fragments of

coal. I was unsuccessful. In the night I left again on a trip to the

Neilgiri hills at Neilgarh, distant about 12 miles, which place I

reached at daybreak. Neilgarh is the capital of the petty state of that

name and is the residence of the rajas ; it is an insignificant place with

a few pukka buildings belonging to the raja, also some small temples.

I had been told that there were caves in this hill, but upon inquiry

on my arrival I was assured that I had been misinformed, and that the

only curiosities were two huge blocks of stone |rds of the way up the

hill which are venerated and known by the names of Domurra and

Domurrani. I accordingly climbed up the hill, and being much fatigued

rested on the rock : I had a noble view of the sea and the surrounding

country which in some measure repaid me for my trouble. My guide

assured me with the gravest face possible that these two shapeless

stones were deities in that disguise awaiting the time when the sea

will rise above the low lands and wash the foot of the hills, when they

(the Thakurs) will sit and enjoy themselves, fishing with a rod and

line ; there is no accounting for such an absurd tradition.

The rock of this lofty hill is a fine close-grained grey granite with

large veins of quartz.

Having taken a cup of tea I retraced my steps to Balestvar where I

arrived at 3 p. M. I left the following evening for Jdjipur, which place

I reached at noon on the 1st. I had expected to meet a native friend of

mine, Moonsif Abdulahed, with whom I intended to pass a couple

of days exploring the antiquities of Jdjipur,
but to my regret he had

left two days’ previous for a place twenty miles off. I made every

possible inquiry, but was assured that there were no inscriptions or other

objects worthy of notice beyond wdiat I had seen in November 1836,

already described in my journal, vide page 53 Journal As. Soc.

No. 73 for January 1838 ; I examined the huge idols near the shrine :

it would upon more mature consideration be an useless expense remov-

ing them, as they are much mutilated.

I went to the temple where the eight idols are placed, which are said

to have been dug out of the bed of the river and drew five of them.

There are very faithful representations of the whole (nine idols) in the

Mackenzie collection of plates ; also of the three colossal figures above

mentioned. Towards the evening I was informed that there was a stone

with writing and sculpture upon it situated in the centre of an extensive

plain about six miles to the south-westward. I procured bearers and
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started at sunset, having made previous arrangements for proceeding on

to Cuttack after examining the stone ; I reached the spot after an in-

finite deal of trouble and annoyance, for I could not get a single villager

to tell me where it was ; all denied there being any at all, such is the

provoking insolence and knavery of most Ooreyahs. At 8 p. m. my
bearers having got hold (by good luck) of the head-man of the village,

he led me to the spot which was such as described
; the stone is about

three feet above the ground and of semicircular shape, having one face

flat about one foot wide on which are the remains of a short inscription

and a piece of rude sculpture (vide plate XXXVIII. fig. 1). I waa

assured that the stone was sunk very deep in the ground, in fact that

it reached “ patal” (the regions below). Having sketched the stone I

proceeded on my journey to Cuttack, where I arrived at noon the

following day.

I remained two days at Cuttaclc and then proceeded to Kanarak to

see the famous temple known by the name of “ the black pagoda.”

Owing to the bad bearers I had had for the two last stages, I did not

reach Kanarak till one o’clock the following day, instead of at sunrise

as I had expected, added to which I had such a bad headache when I

arrived, from exposure to the sun and want of food, that I was quite

unable to do any thing further than examine the noble ruin.

The temple has been originally very similar in general design to

that of Jaganndth at Pooree ; the great tower fell to the ground many

centuries ago ; but one corner is still standing to the height of 80

or 100 feet and has (at a distance) the appearance of a crooked

column. Such is the extent and minuteness of the sculpture on the

pyramidal building (the anti-chamber) now remaining, that it would

require a sheet of paper almost of the size of the original to give all

the minutiae of sculpture. The largest figures (which are mostly

highly obscene) are about four feet high : there is one row of them

however round the dome (if it may be so termed) which are neatly

executed and well worth removing to the museum : they represent

musicians in dancing attitudes, playing on drums, trumpets, &c. &c. &c.

The whole edifice is of a reddish stone found in the neighbourhood,

which appears to be a kind of mottled breccia with a great proportion

of quartz and lithomarge. The only black stones in the building, are

those with which the three doorways to the north, east and south

are lined : they are huge slabs of chlorite richly carved.

The Kurda raja has demolished all three entrances and is removing

the stones to Pooree ; the masons pick out the figures and throw them

down to take their chance of being broken to pieces, (which most of

4 q 2
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them are ;)
such they leave on the spot, those that escape uninjured are

taken away.

The elegant doorway called the Nawagrihn, a drawing of which is

to be found in the 15th Vol. of the Asiatic Researches, has been

completely destroyed.

I remarked three or four niches in the different doorways in which

slabs of chlorite with inscriptions had existed
; they were removed about

1815 or later by some European officer, but what has become of them

I cannot ascertain : it isjprobable they were sent to Europe. It would

be worth while to institute some inquiry after these valuable records

of antiquity which might throw some light on the origin of this wonder-

ful specimen of human ingenuity and labor, and would also add to the

knowledge already obtained from such records regarding the early his-

tory of Kalinga.

Before the northern doorw'ay, are two colossal elephants nearly

buried in the sand and ruins, with drivers seated on them and foot

soldiers beside them ; the elephants are supposed to be covered with

jewels and armour ;
before the southern entrance are two horses* and

attendants to each, equally elegantly caparisoned ; before the eastern

doorway, are two huge lions rampant with an elephant crouching

beneath each ; one of these is still erect, of which I took a drawing,

see fig. 2, PI. XXXVIII. The doorways are severally called after the

animals which guard them ; viz. the Sinha, Aswa, and Hasti darwaza.

Having procured sixteen bearers I proceeded on to Pooree after dark

and reached the bungalows on the beach at 3 a. m. I had my palkee

placed by the sea side and enjoyed the breeze and the roaring of the

surf.

I remained during the day (the 6th March), and walked for a mile

or more on the beach at low water, picked up many shells but very

few perfect. I could only obtain two coins at the shroffs, although 1

had anticipated better success, having been promised many.

I made every possible inquiry about antiquities and inscriptions, but

could learn of none except those in the great temple of Jagannath and

in the Gondichagarh it would be desirable to get facsimiles of these

taken by some intelligent Hindu.

At four p. m. left for Kurda, at which place I arrived at sunrise

:

there are no ruins of any interest such as might have been expected,

when it is considered that it W'as for many years the capital of Orissa ;

the rude walls of the old noor or palace are still standing, also some of

the city gateways.

The laterite and breccia are the materials in common use for build-

ing of all kinds.
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There is a line spring of water issuing from the northern face

of the great hill ; near the summit, there is a small temple with an image

of Siva from the navel of which the water is made to run ; a short way

beyond this spot, over the top of the hill, and on the southern face, is a

large cleft in the rock forming a kind of cavern, it is called “ Pandeb

Garha” or “ Pancha Pandava ,” it has for centuries been the abode of

ascetics who have at different ages scratched their names and short

sentences on the “ sthans” or hewn seats within the cavern. I did not

deem them worthy of being copied : they were mostly in Kutila charac-

ter, Telingana, Canara, &c. &c.

At two p. m. I proceeded (dawk) to Atteiri, distant eight miles

to visit the hot spring, the temperature of which was 115° only, owing

to the body of cold water surrounding it being penned in to form

a tank for the purpose of irrigation
; the spot where the spring rises is

indicated by a number of small models of royal umbrellas made both

of black and of white thread wove over twigs, placed there as offerings

in honor (the white) of Siva and the black of Vishnu.

Close to the village of Atteiri is a small tank hewn out of the

laterite rock in which I found a kind of fresh water sponge adhering

to the stones, it was perfectly white and had a very delicate and

beautiful appearance. I brought away a piece but in the course of a few

hours, the insect dying, it became putrid and decomposed, so that I

was obliged to throw it away.

I returned immediately to Kurda
,
(as it was past sunset) and reached

that place at eight p. m. I left again at five A. m. for Khandgiri and

owing to the insolence and perverseness of the bearers, who wanted to

take me in spite of every remonstrance to Bhuvanesivar, I did not get

there till one p. m. I had only ten miles to travel, yet as late as eleven

a. m. (six hours), they only took me eight miles, when they set me down

and went away to cook their meals. I was then obliged to lock up my
palkee, and taking my drawing materials and pittarahs on coolies, I

walked the rest of the way in the heat of the sun : the bearers brought

the palkee up a few hours afterwards. In the meantime having got some

milk and a few plantains to refresh me, I set to work to draw all that

was most worthy of notice ; I commenced work at one p. m. and

continued till long after dark, using a torch : I regret that I lost so much
time owing to the conduct of the bearers, and that I could not remain

another day. Plates XXXIX. XL. XLI. and XLII.

At ten p. m. I started again for Bhuvanesivar, and reached that

place at two a. m. I arose at daybreak and set to work to copy an

inscription in the temple of Kedaresivar and tried to take off impres-
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sions several times, but not succeeding-, I copied it accurately in pencil*.

I found that in spite of all my measures and efforts that the brahmans

would not allow me to enter the great temple to copy the numerous

inscriptions there ; therefore I set to work to draw the sculpture of some

of the elegant temples around me, hut it coming on to rain hard I was

obliged to give it up, not however, till, with the shelter of a chatta

and a sheet, I completed a sketch of Ling Raj temple with the Bindsd-

guv tank and buildings.

The rain still continuing, I left at four p. m. for Cuttack where I

arrived at ten a. m. the following morning, after passing a very stormy

and wet night and being thrown down in my palkee frequently ; on my
arrival I received a letter from my friend, the Secretary, informing

me of his discovery of the name of Antioch cs in the Givnar and

Dhauli inscriptions, and requesting me to recompare my transcript

and correct any errors. I instantly laid my dawk and left at six p. m.

for Dhauli which curious place I reached before daybreak and had to

wait till it was light ; for the two bear cubs which escaped me there

last year, when I killed the old bear, were now full grown and

disputed the ground. At day break I climbed to the Aswastuma and

cutting two large forked boughs of a tree near the spot, placed them

against the rock : on these I stood to effect my object. I had taken the

precaution to make a bearer hold the wood steady, but being intent on

my interesting task I forgot my ticklish footing ; the bearer had also

fallen asleep and let go his hold, so that having overbalanced myself the

wood slipped and I was pitched head foremost down the rock, but fortu-

nately fell on my hands and received no injury beyond a few bruises

and a severe shock : I took a little rest and completed the work.

I then climbed to the cavern and attempted to penetrate it, but the

stench of the bats and the dung of those animals and cockroaches pre-

vented my going more than 20 or 30 yards. I procured a few specimens

of the curious kind of bats occurring here, then returned towards Cut-

tack, and arrived at six p. m. much satisfied at having been able to effect

so desirable an object.

I took one day’s rest and the second day at five p. m. left again on

my march to Talchir in search of coal. I had sent on my tent and

servants to Kahhar the first march ; I passed the night there and

marched to Gcvincfpur in Dlienkunnal before daybreak the next morn-

* We have unfortunately mislaid this inscription, or rather have placed it

carefully by, where we cannot put our hands on it. When found, an account of

it shall be given in our series of inscriptions, which daily multiplies, and en-

grosses more and more of our time and attention.—

E

d.
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ing in company with my friend Mr. R. Bestson of Cuttack

:

there

was dense jangal the whole way ; the soil is stiff red marl with much la-

terite ; there are numerous small hills on either side of the path ; the

rock is a coarse sandstone, a continuation of that formation alluded to

in my report on the volcanic rock of Neuraje in No. 74 for February

1838, of the Asiatic Journal. Shingle occurs occasionally : I am of

opinion that coal could be found at some depth below the surface,

There is a great deal of cultivation about Govindpur : there is a nulla

the water of which is penned in after the rains for the purposes of irri-

gation. A short distance north of the village are the remains of a dam
of masonry close to the extensive ruins of some former city called Ton -

lagarh.

The natives have a tradition that this is one of the forts of a race

of people called Dehallia, who formerly had possession of these hill

provinces.

On the 15th I marched to Deogaon, a large village with several tem-

ples, tanks, and wells at the foot of the famous hill of Kapilass ; in

the evening we climbed this lofty hill by a narrow but even path wind-

ing round the southern face : the ascent is very steep and in many pla-

ces steps are hewn out of the rock. I should think it must be about one

and half miles to the glen near the summit where there is a beautiful

spring of fresh water issuing from a part of the rock which, different

from the other parts of the hill, is stratified. There are several small but

ancient temples dedicated to Mahadeva under the name of Kapilass

Mahadeo ; they were built by the Gajapati rajaPRATAP Rudra Deva.

The brahmans relate that the raja having incurred the guilt of killing

a bull, had a curse pronounced on him ; he went to Pooree and asked

of Jagannath what he should do to obtain forgiveness
;
the deity replied

“ Go to Mount Kapilass and there remain doing penance until your

black raiments turn white.” Having after a time obtained the favor of

Siva he built the temples and endowed them out of gratitude for his

absolution, since which time the spot has become a place of constant

worship, a large fair is held annually when pilgrims flock to it from all

parts of Orissa.

It was quite dark before we reached the foot of the hill, we were met

by several paiks who had been sent to light us home to our tent, they

had torches made of slips of Sissoo wood, tied into long narrow bun-

dles which once lighted burn to the last morsel, emitting a very

strong light with a powerful and delicious aromatic smell, they are in

common use throughout the Girijdt (hill states).
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III.—An examination of the Pali Buddhistical Annals, No. 3. By

the Hon'ble George Turnour, Esq. Ceylon Civil Service.

[Continued from Vol. VI. p. 737.]

In the two preceding articles, an attempt has been made to give a

connected account of three great Buddhistical convocations held in

India ;
as well as to establish the authenticity, and to define the age

in which those Pali Annals were compiled from which that account

was taken. In due course, in an inquiry chiefly entered into for the

illustration of the historical data contained in these records, the next

subject for examination would have been the genealogy of the kings

of India, had the chronology of the Buddhists anterior to the age of

Sakva, exhibited the same degree of authenticity, that the portion

subsequent to that era has been found to possess.

In this respect, however, the Buddhistical writings are unfortunately

as defective as the Brahminical. Both the chronology and the

historical narrative prior to the advent of Gotomo' Buddho, are

involved in intentional perversion and mystification ; a perversion

evidently had recourse to for the purpose of working out the scheme

on which he based that wonderful dispensation, which was promulgated

over Central India, during his pretended divine mission on earth of

forty-five years, between 588 and 543 before the birth of Christ ; and

was subsequently recognized, almost throughout the whole of Asia,

within two and half centuries from that period.

Your invaluable discovery of the alphabet in which the inscriptions,

undeciphered for ages, which are scattered over India, are written,

having proved that those inscriptions are, for the most part, Buddhis-

tical, and composed in the Pali language, will in themselves have

afforded a powerful incentive to the oriental scholar to devote his best

attention to the examination of the ancient annals of that creed

still extant in that language. And when, on the one hand, by an

extraordinary and fortunate coincidence, the events recorded in those

inscriptions are found to be commemorative, chiefly, of the edicts of

the identical ruler of India, of whom the most detailed information is

given in the only Pali historical wTork yet brought to the notice of the

European literary world
; and on the other, by the preposterous

pretensions of the Buddhists, their mystified legends of antiquity are

solemnly put forth as an equally authentic and continuous history

from the commencement of the creation, unless timely precaution be

taken to avert the delusion, an exaggerated amount of expectation

may be created, which must unavoidably end iu a proportionate measure
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of ultimate disappointment, involving, perhaps m that reaction the

authentic portion also of these annals, for a time, under one general

and sweeping disparagement.

It is very desirable, therefore, that, if possible, the nature, the

extent, as well as the motive, for this mystification should be explained,

before I advert to those portions of the Pali Annals which treat of events

of greater antiquity than twenty -four centuries. I profess not to be

able to show, either the age in which the first systematic perversion of

the Buddhistical records took place, or how often that mystification was

repeated ; but self-condemnatory evidence more convincing than that

which the Pitakattaya

'

and the Atthakatha themselves contain, that

such a mystification was adopted at the advent of Sakya cannot, I

conceive, be reasonably expected to exist. In those authorities, (both

which are still held by the Buddhists to be inspired writings,) you are,

as one of.their cardinal points of faith, required to believe, moreover,

that a revolution of human affairs, in all respects similar to the one

that took place at the advent of Sakya, occurred at the manifestation

of every preceding Buddho. The question, therefore, as to whether

Sakya was or was not the first disturber of Buddhistical chronology, is

dependent on the establishment of the still more important historical

fact of whether the preceding Buddha had any existence but in his

pretended revelation. For impartial evidence on this interesting

question, we must not, of course, search Buddhistical writings ; and it

is not my design to enter into any speculative discussion at present.

It is, however, not unworthy of general remark that, as far as

the surviving records of antiquity will admit of a judgment being

formed, the learned consider it to be established that the Egyptians

and the Hindus, the two nations who earliest attained an advanced

condition of civilization, both preserved their chronology underanged,

till about the age in which Buddhism acquired its greatest spread over

the civilized regions of Asia ; and that it was only then that the

propounders of religious mysteries in Egypt and in those regions

attempted to remodel their historical data, attributing to their respective

nations a greater antiquity than that previously claimed by them.

Hebodotus is considered to have visited Egypt about the middle of

the fifth century before Christ. A comparison of the information

collected by that historian, with that obtained by Diodorus four

hundred years later, shows that the Egyptian priests had in that

interval altered their traditions considerabty, so as to throw the com-

mencement of their history much further back. It appears to be

equally proved, by the evidence still extant of the information collected

4 R
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by Megasthenes, during his embassy to India, in the fourth century

before Christ, that the chronology of the Hindus, had not been

mystified (to the extent, at least, it is now found to be) up to that

period; for that Megasthenes is represented to bear testimony that

the Hindus had not carried back their antiquities much beyond six

thousand years, and that the Hindus and the Jews were the only

people who had a true idea of the creation of the world. Although

Sakya closed his career in B. C. 543, his creed had not spread over

Asia till after the conversion of Aso'ko, and the dispersion of the

missionaries to propagate Buddhism in the year after the third convo-

cation, which was held in B. C. 309 ; and the general adoption of the

Buddhistical derangement of historical data beyond Central India,

could only have gained ground with the extension of the creed by

which it was promulgated. Thus much then may safely be inferred

from these authorities, that the chronology of the Egyptians, the Hin-

dus and the Buddhists (the last two perhaps ought not to be separated

till after Go'tomo' Buddho’s assumption of Buddhohood) remained,

underanged, till about the age of his advent ; and that the alteration

of the chronology of the Egyptian and Buddhists had been completely

effected between that epoch, and the date at which Buddhism attained

its most extended ascendancy. In regard to the Hindu chronology,

within my limited means of information, I am only able to learn, that

Megasthenes found it of the degree of authenticity already mentioned,

in the fourth century before Christ, and that, as far as we can gather

from the Raja Taringini, the only continuous Hindu history yet

discovered, its mystifications extend to so recent a date as the seventh

century of our era. The absence, however, of more precise evidence

as to the exact date at which the original derangement of the Hindu

chronology actually took place, by no means justifies the conclusion

that it was not first disturbed at the same time as that of the Egyptians

and Buddhists.

The temptation to prosecute these analogies further is almost

irresistible, under the fresh interest given to the inquiry by your

discovery’, in the ancient Buddhistical inscriptions, of the names of

rulers of Bactriana and of Egypt in the edicts of Aso'ko, the identical

monarch in India, in whose reign the alteration of the Buddhistical

chronology must have been generally recognized. The data, however

connected with this question are not yet fully prepared for examination ;

and even if they were, I should not presume to use them till the public

had the benefit of your learned digest of these materials, the fruits of

your own successful researches. My attempt to give a translation of
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the Lett inscriptions, before the result of your own labors reached me,

was made exclusively at your request.

The task I have assigned for myself on the present occasion is free

from every embarrassment but the embarras de richesse, arising out of

the necessity of selecting from, and condensing, my superabundant

materials, to adapt them for your Journal. In accordance with the

plan hitherto pursued by me, I limit myself to furnishing literal

translations, unaccompanied by any further observations from myself

than are indispensably necessary for the due comprehension of the

passages quoted either from the Pitakattayan or the Atthahathd.

Buddhists, as I have already stated, maintain that all they possess of

historical data to the date of the third convocation are either the con-

temporaneous history of Sa'kta and his dis.ciples, or the revelations of

anterior events disclosed by the power of inspiration with which they

were endowed. My first extracts, therefore, will be explanatory of this

power, which is designated the Pubbeniwasahdnan.

As it is also a tenet of their faith, not only that the world is destroy-

ed and reproduced after the lapse of certain, to us, undefinable periods,

but that even during the existence of each creation, or kappo, the con-

dition of man undergoes such changes as to reduce the term of human
life, from the incalculable asankheyyan to ten years, accompanied like-

wise by a proportionate deterioration of the mental faculties
; and as

such a deterioration invariably intervenes between the advents of any

two Buddha, though manifested in the same kappo , expressly in order

that revelation, and revelation alone, may connect the histories of the

preceding with each subsequent Buddho—my second series of ex-

tracts will consist of those passages of these revelations which are de-

scriptive of the destruction and reproduction of the universe and of man-

kind, both generally, and, in somewhat greater detail, as regards the

last creation of the world.

Thirdly and lastly, the extracts will contain an abridged notice of

the three Buddha of this kappo who preceded Sa’kya, and a fuller

account of Sa'kya himself to the period of his delivering the discourses

contained in the section called the Buddhawansb, the commentary

on which chiefly furnishes my extracts.

When these points have been placed before those who take an inter-

est in this inquiry, in the light in which they are regarded by Buddhists

themselves, the scope and design of the parties who compiled the annals

from which all our data are derived, are less likely to be misunderstood.

Wherever an isolated passage of the Pitakattayan is found to contain

the information sought in an integral form, the preference has always

4 r 2
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been given to it over the Atthakatha

.

On subjects necessarily involv-

ing continuous narrative, the information could in general only have

been obtained by reference to several parts of the Pitakuttayah (as the

narrative portion of that compilation consists principally of unconnected

parables) ;
and by forming a connected statement from those references.

In those cases, I have preferred at once availing myself of the continu-

ous statement frequently furnished by Buddhaghoso in his Atthakatha

or commentaries on the text of the Pit.akattayuh. My object being to

select for consideration, in every instance, those points which are con-

sidered of the greatest importance, not by the European inquirer but

by the Buddhist commentator ; and to present them also, as far as pos-

sible, in the language used by Buddho, his disciples, and the last great

commentator on his doctrines, Buddhaghoso.

Concerning the Pubbeniu'dsananan, Extract from the Patisamblidan, the hcetfth

booh in the Kkudakanikdgd in the Suttapitako.

“ He (who has attained the arahat, sanctification) is endowed with the power,

called Pubbeniwisananah, of revealing his various former existences. Thus I am
acquainted with one existence, two existences, three existences, four existences,

five existences, ten existences, twenty existences, thirty existences, forty existences,

fifty existences, a hundred existences, a thousand existences, and a hundred

thousand existences; innumerable Sanwatta-kappe

;

innumerable Wiwatta-kappi

innumerable Samcattawiwatla-kappe.

“ I know that 1 was born in such a place, bearing such a name, descended of such

a race, endowed with such a complexion : that I subsisted on such an aliment,

and was subjected to such and such joys and griefs, and was gifted with such a

term of existeuce : who after death (in each of those existences) was reproduced

in such a place, bearing such a name, descended of such a family, endowed with

such a complexion, nourished by such aliment, subjected to such and such pains

and pleasures, gifted with such a term of existence : and who, after death in that

existence, was regenerated here. Thus it is that he who is endowed with the

Pubbeniwasandnan is acquainted both with his origin and external appearance

(in his form existence).’’

The Atthakatha called the Saddh ammaj)pakdsini, on the Patjsambhi-

dan affords the following explanation of this passage.

“ This power of Pubhenixcasananan six descriptions of beings exercise
; viz. the

Titthiya (the ministers of other religions), the Pakatisaxoaka (disciples ordinary of
Buddho), the AsitimaMsdwakd (his eighty principal disciples), the Dxce-aggasdxcakd

(the two chief disciples), the Pachchika Buddha (inferior Buddhos), and the Buddha
(supreme Buddhos).
“ Among these, the Titthiya have the power of revelation over forty kappe, and

not beyond, on account of their limited intelligence
; and their intelligence is limit-

ed as they recognize a limitation to corporeal and individual regeneration.
“ The ordinary disciples (of Buddho) have the power of revelation over a hun-

dred and a thousand kappe being endowed with greater intelligence.

“The eighty principal disciples have the power of revelation over a hundred thou-
sand kappe. The two chief disciples over one asankheyyan and a hundred thousand
kappe. The inferior Buddhd over two asankhcyyane and a hundred thousand kappe
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Their destiny being fulfilled at the termination of these respective periods (being

the term that has elapsed from the epoch of their respectively forming their vow to

realize sanctification, to their accomplishment of the same). To the intelligence of

the supreme Buddhd alone there is no limitation. 7 ’

Concerning the creation of the world. Extractsfrom the same Atthakathd.

“ < Bhikkhus! there are to each mahd-kappo, four asankheyyitli (the duration of

which) do not admit of computation. These are those four. In due course of time,

Bhikkhus the kappo perishes ;
but the duration of the term (during which it is in pro-

cess of destruction) does not admit of computation. There is also, Bhikkhus! a term

during which the kappo remains perished, which likewise does not admit of compu-

tation. In due course, again, Bhikkhus ! the kappo is regenerated ; and for a certain

period the kappo maintains its regenerated state. The duration of each of which

terms is, in like manner, incalculable.’

“ The four asankheyyane thus explained by Buddho in the Chatussankhakappasut-

tan (in the fourth chapter of Anguttoranikdyo), have been made the subject of this

Atthakathd.

“ There are three modes of destruction; destruction by fire ; destruction by water
;

destruction by the wind
;
and there are these limitations to the spread of those de-

structions, prescribed by the position of either the Abhassaro, the Subhakinno, or the

Wehapphalo Brahmaloka worlds.

“ Whenever the kappo is destroyed by fire,itis only consumed from Abhassaro down-

ward. Whenever the kappo is destroyed by water, it perishes by the water below

the Subhakinno ; and whenever it perishes by the wind, it is destroyed by the wind

prevalent below the Wehapphalo.

“ On each occasion on which a kappo is destroyed one Buddhaktchettan always pe-

rislies : of which there are three descriptions, viz. the Jdtikkhettan, Andkhhettan and

Wisayyakkhettan. The ten thousand Chakkaioaldni (or the regions to which birth-

right extends), which are bounded by the Jdtikkhettan belong to the Jdtikkhettan
;

which is subject to do homage in this world to Tathagato (Buddho), on all oc.

casions from the day of his being conceived in the womb of his mother. The hun-

dred thousand hoiiyo of Chakkawaldni bounded by the Ahakkhettan (or regions to

which his authority extends) appertain to the Aiiakkhettan. The sanctifications or

influences of the Ratanaparittan, the Dhaj aggaparittan, the Atdndtaparittan and

the Mdraparittan extend thereto, All the other endless and innumerable Chakka-

maldni compose the Wisayyakkhettan. In regard to it also, whatever Tathagato
may vouchsafe, that he can accomplish. From amongst these three Buddhakkhet-

tdni, whenever the Andhkhettdn is destroyed, in that identical destruction, the

destruction of the Jdtikkhettdn is also comprehended ; in as much as in that

destruction they are simultaneously involved
;
and at their reproduction they are

simultaneously reproduced. Be it understood, that such is the progression of its

(the kappo' s) destruction and reproduction.

“ At any time when a kappo is to be destroyed by fire, in the first place, the mighty

cloud, the precursor of the destruction of the kappo, rising aloft, discharges

itself simultaneously over the hundred thousand kdtiyo of Chakkawaldni. Their

inhabitants, rejoicing thereat, and providing themselves with every description of

seed, sow them. When the crops attain an age at which cattle delight to feed

thereon, although thunders growl like the braying of an ass, not a drop of rain falls.

The rain lost on that occasion is lost (to that world) for ever. All living creatures

dependent on rain for their existence (perishing) are reproduced in the Brahmuldko

world. So do also the creatures which subsist on flowers and fruits, as well as
the Dexvatd.
“ When such a visitation has endured a certain period, water in every part of the

world is dried up. Thereafter, in due course, fishes and turtles also, perishing, are
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regenerated in the BrahmahSko. Even creatures expiating their sins (in this world)

while yet in health, expire, as soon as the seven suns (which ultimately manifest

themselves) shine on the creation. As they are not endowed with Jhdnan they

are not (at once) reproduced in the Brahmaldko. How then are these to be

reproduced (ultimately there) having died of the misery they were enduring, without

yet being able to attain Jhdnan ? By the gift of Jhdnan to be acquired by their

(intermediate) reproduction in the Ddwaldko (which is inferior to the Brahmaldko).”

Here follows a specification of the means by which those, who do

not possess the jhdnan requisite for immediate regeneration in the

Brahmaloko, acquire it intermediately in the Dewaloko, to which they

are admissible without that sanctification. The Atthakathd proceeds.

“ At a certain period after rain has ceased (to fall) a second sun appears. After

the appearance of the second sun, there is no longer any limitation to, or

distinction of, night and day. When one sun sets the other sun rises, keeping dp a

constant sun shine. Nor is that sun like the ordinary one, in ordinary times. There

is neither cloud nor mist, to intercept its rays, but it is as clear as a looking glass.

The five great rivers (of the world) together with all the small streams are then

dried up.

“ From the second to the fifth sun, the lakes and inland seas and the great ocean

dry up progressively. At the appearance of the sixth sun, the whole Chakkav;alani are

involved in one mass of smoke. After the lapse of a considerable period, the

seventh sun appears. By its manifestation the whole of the Chakkaicaldni,

together with the hundred thousand kdtiyo of worlds, become involved in one

column of fire.”

Here follows an account of the extension of the flames to the ax

Ddwaldkd,
and from thence to the lower Brdhmaloka, till they reach

the Apassaro Brahmaloko. The fire then subsides, without leaving

even the ashes unconsumed of the worlds that had been destroyed,

leaving the universe, above and below the consumed regions, involved

in total darkness.

“ After the lapse of a long period, a mighty cloud rising, sprinkles a slight shower

in drift, which by degrees increasing to streams of the size of the lotus stalk, a

beam, the pestle of a rice pounder, and the trunk of a palmira tree, pours down on

all the Chakkaicaldni, and submerges the whole of them that nau been destroyed by

fire. The power of the wind below and around, prevents the escape of the waters,

which are concentrated resembling a drop of water on the leaf of a lotus flower.

11 By what means is it that so great a body of water (ultimately) acquires the

properties of solidity ? By making apertures in various places, access to that

body (of water) is afforded (to the wind). Thus by the effect of the wind, it (the

water) becomes further concentrated, and acquires further consistency. It then

begins to evaporate, and gradually subsides.

“ When the flood has subsided to the point where Brahmaloko had stood, six

Ddwalokd are reproduced. On its subsiding to the point where this world had

stood, furious storms prevail, and confine it (the subsiding flood) as the water in

a basin covered with a lid is confined.

“ On this fresh water gradually drying up, on the surface (of the human world) a

delicious coating of earth is formed, like unto the curds on the surface of rice

boiled exclusively in milk, without any water, excellent in color, in fragrance and

taste.
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“ At the same time, the living creatures who were the first reproduced in the Abbas*

saro-brahmaloko,having completed the allotted term of their existence, and dying there,

are from thence regenerated here, in the manner described in the Aggannasuttan.”

For the elucidation of this interesting subject, I shall here introduce

a translation of the Aggannasuttan ,
which is one of the discourses

in the Pdtiwaggo section of the Dtghanikayo, of the Suttapitako,

as delivered by Buddho himself ; instead of restricting myself to the

abridged account of the regeneration of the world, which is given in the

above APihakathd.

This Suttan was addressed by Sakya, to Wasettho and Bhabad«

dwajo, the descendants of an illustrious brahman named Wasettho,

who had become converts to Buddhism, and entered into the first or

Samandro order of Buddhistical priesthood. It was delivered at the

city of Sawatthipura, at the Pubbdramo ivihd.ro, in the edifice called

the Migaramatu pasado, which the Atthakatha explains was built by

a female of that name.

The discourse opens with Sakya’s inquiry from these two converted

brahmans whether they had incurred the displeasure or reproach of

the elder and the other influential brahmans by their apostacy
; and

they explain the nature of the reproach cast on, and of the disgrace

imputed to, them. The principal degradation alleged to the converts is,

“That the brahmans are the sons of Bra'hma sprung from his mouth,

pure and fair ; while the other castes and sects are sprung from his

feet, and are black and impure.”

I must however, to save space, confine myself to the passages of

the Suttan which describe the regeneration of the world, and of the

human race. Sakya thus explains himself* :

“ My friends, descendants of Wa'settho I the progress of time is thus regulated.

After the lapse of a long period of time, this world is destroyed. On the

destruction of this world, living creatures for the most part will he regenerated in

the Abhdssdro-brahmaldko.

“ They will appear there by an apparitional birth, subsisting on the aliment of

felicity, illumined by their own effulgence, moving through the air, delightfully

located, and will exist there uninterruptedly for ages. —
“ My friends, descendants of Wa'settho I in due course, the lapse of time will

produce this result. At the expiration of a long period of time, this world will be

reproduced again. On the reproduction of the world, for the most part, those

living creatures, dying in the Abhassara-brahmaloko, return to this world. They
appear here also by an apparitional birth, subsisting on the aliment of felicity,

illumined by their own effulgence, moving through the air, delightfully located,

and exist here also uninterruptedly for ages, in unity and concord, similar to (the

eohesiveness of) a drop of water.

“ Descendants of Wa'settho 1 at that period there is neither obscurity nor utter

darkness. The sun and moon are unknown: night and day are undiscernible.

* In M. Csoma’s account of the origin of the Sakya race, vol. II. p. 387, the

exposition of this history i* put into the mouth of Mongalyana, a favourite disci-

ple.—

E
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Neither month nor the moiety of the month 13 computed : neither seasons nor the

year is perceptible ;
nor female and male distinguishable, all creatures being classed

under one head (without distinction of sex).

“ Descendants of Wa'settho ! thereafter, ultimately, at the termination of a long

period of time, a savory substance is developed for living creatures, on land and

in water. In the same manner that a curd is formed on the surface of boiled milk,

in that manner is it developed. It (that savory substance) is fully endowed with

the properties of color, fragrance and flavor, in the way in which butter colors

cream, such is its coloring property
,

in the manner in which the honeycomb

formed by the small bee is free from impurity, such is its purity of flavor.

“Thereafter, descendants of Wa'settho, a certain greedy man, making this

observation, ‘ My friends 1 What is this that has been brought about,’ licks

this savory substance from the surface of the earth, scraping it up with his finger.

By his having licked the earth, using his finger, the flavor with which it was imbu-

ed, takes entire possession of him ;
and the influence of the passions alight on him.

“ O descendants of Wa'settho I the rest of mankind, also each adopting the same

proceeding from his example, lick from his finger the flavor of the earth, and the

influence of the said flavor, from having been imbibed by licking the finger, takes

possession of them likewise
;
and the passions alight on them also.

“Thereafter, descendants of Wa'settho 1 these men gathering up the savory

substance on the earth with their hands, begin to devour it by the handful
;
and

in consequence, descendants of Wa'settho ! of these men devouring this flavour of

the earth, taking it up by the handful, the aforesaid effulgence of these men

vanishes.

“ On the extinction of that personal halo, the sun and the moon, the planetary

system, and night and day become distinguishable. On night and day being

distinguished, the half month and the month are descernible. On the half month

and the month becoming descernible, the seasons and the year become regulated.

“ Descendants of Wa'settho ! thus much only was this world (then) degenerated.

Thereafter, descendants of Wa'settho 1 these men having tasted of the flavor of

the earth, subsisting thereon, and having no other aliment, lived for ages, to an

advanced period of life. According as these men, who had tasted the flavor of the

earth, feasting and subsisting thereon, survived for ages, to an advanced stage of

life, in that exact proportion, a coarse skin developed itself on their body ; and the

possession of a good and bad complexion began to be distinguished. Some of these

beings had a good, and other a bad one. In consequence thereof, those gifted with

a fine complexion, reproached those who had a bad one
; saying, ‘ We have a better

color than they have.’ ‘ They have a worse complexion than we have. 1 On
account of this pride of complexion, to those in whom the pride of color had been

engendered, (the gift of tasting) the flavor of the earth vanished.

“ On the extinction of (the gift of tasting) the flavor of the earth, they

assembled; and having assembled, they cried one to another, ‘Ah! taste. Ah 1

taste, (it is lost’). That (ejaculation) even the people of the present day are in

the habit of using, on finding any thing of a delicious flavor, ‘ Ah ! taste. Ah 1

taste.’ This expression used by the first tribe of mankind they continue to repeat;

but of the origiu of this expression they are entirely ignorant.

“Descendants of Wa'settho I on (the gift of tasting) the flavor of the earth

being lost to mankind, a substance manifested itself on the surface of the earth,

like unto mushroom, it thus came to pass. It was endowed with color, fragrance

and flavor. Its color was like that of cream rich with butter. Its purity was like

that of the honey deposited by the small bee.

“Thereafter, descendants of Wa'settho 1 these persons commenced to devour

this excrescence on the earth. They who had partaken thereof, feasting and
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subsisting thereon, lived for ages, to an advanced period of life. Descendants of

Wa'settho!, in the proportion in which they partook of this excrescence, feasting

and subsisting thereon, in that proportion unto those persons did a coarse skin

appear on their body ; and beauty and unsightliness of complexion became

discernible. Some people were of a good complexion, and some were of a bad

complexion.”

Then followed the same reproaches as in the former case
;
and this

substance also on the surface of the earth, vanished.

On the disappearance of this crust, the creeper (bearing a delicious

fruit) called the Baddalata appears “ like unto the stock of the lotus

which also is lost under similar circumstances, and leads to similar

lamentations. The Suttan proceeds :

“ On the disappearance of the Baddalati, the sdli (hill rice) manifested itself on

a loose soil. It was free from pellicle and husk, of great fragrance, and possessing

the properties of rice ;
which rice they were in the habit of bringing away every

evening, for their evening meal : and in the morning, being again renewed in full

bearing, they brought it away for their early meal ; but by the evening it was

again renewed, in full bearing indicating no diminution.”

Then follow the same excesses, the same reproaches and the same

consequences, as in the three preceding instances. After noticing that

they again became sensible of the difference of complexion, Buddho
proceeds in his revelation as follows :

“ To the portion of mankind who had been females (before the destruction of the

world) the attribute of the female sex was manifested, and to the male the

male attribute. For a while the female gazed longingly at the male, and the male

at the female. Unto them, from thus gazing at each other, for a while, sexual

desire was produced
;
and in their body the flame of passion arose. Under the

impulse of that burning passion, they indulged in sexual intercourse.

“ Descendants of Wa'settho 1 these persons, certain individuals (still free

from vice) noticed ; and calling out ‘ Oh the impurity of impure persons 1’ ‘ What
is this ?’ 1 Can one person act so towards another ?’ some of them pelted them
with earth, and others with ashes and cattle dung.

“ Descendants of Wa'settho 1 that which was considered an improper proceeding

(adhammasammatan) is now reognized to be a proper proceeding (dhammasammatan)

.

At that period persons who indulged in sexual intercourse were not permitted for

one or two months thereafter, to intermix in a small or great community.
“ Descendants of Wa'settho 1 when those who had been addicted to that

improper proceeding, had indulged for a while thereon
;
thereafter they began to

build houses, in order that they might conceal that improper proceeding.

” Thereafter, descendants of Wa'settho 1 unto a certain indolent person this

thought occurred. ‘ Why should I give myself the pains of bringing the sdli rice,

in the evening for the evening meal, and in the morning for the morning meal :

most assuredly when I bring it once it would do for the morning also.’ Thereupon,

descendants of Wa'settho 1 this individual brought away the sdli at once, for

both the morning and the evening.

‘‘Another individual then going to him said, 1 My good fellow, come, let us

fetch our sdli.’ ‘ Begone (said the other), I have brought sdli enough for both the

morniug and the evening.’ From his having seen the proceeding of this individual,

bringing his sdli at once for the morning and the evening, relinquishing the

practice of bringing each meal, he said, ‘ Friend 1 that is most excellent,’ ”

4 s
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In nearly the same words, other individuals “ influenced by each

preceding example, proceeded to collect sali for four days and eight

days.”

“In this manner, descendants of Wa'settho! men laying up stores of salt,

began to meet together, for the purpose of feasting thereon. Thereupon the inner

pellicle formed on the gvain of rice, and the outer husk also formed on the grain of

rice : and it (the rice stalk) no longer grew at the point at which it was cut down.

The loss sustained became obvious ;
and the s&li were only found in clumps (at the

places where they had not been cut down yet).

“ Descendants of Wa'settho ! these individuals then assembled, and said one to

another, ‘ Friend 1 wickedness has descended among men : we were originally pro-

duced by an act of our own volition (manSnayd, an apparitional birth) and lived for

a long time, feeding on the aliment of felicity, illumined by the light of our

effulgence, and moving through the air, &c.’ ”

The lamentation then proceeds to specify how these blessings were

lost ;
at the termination of which, the revelation is thus continued.

“ ‘ Should we now divide off these sali clumps, and set boundaries, it will be most

proper:’ and thereupon, descendants of Wa'settho! these individuals divided

ofF, and set boundaries to the sali accordingly.

“ Then, O descendants of Wa'settho ! a certain individual, impelled by covetous-

ness, reserving his own share, fed on a share not assigned to him, robbing the

same. They seized that person, and having seized him, thus admonished him.

* Friend ! most assuredly thou hast been guilty of a crime : doth any one, any

where, hoarding up his own share, appropriate, unbestowed, the portion of another

person ? Friend ! man, commit not again such an act .’ Descendants of

Wa'settho! this individual answered those persons saying ;
‘ so be it, friends!’ ”

In precisely the same terms, Buddho proceeds to narrate that

the same individual committed the same offence again, and was

admonished in the same manner. After the third offence, the revelation

proceeds

:

“Descendants of Wa'settho !, some beat him with their bands, some pelted

him with (hard) substances, others struck him with clubs. From that period,

descendants of Wa'settho ! the appropriation of things nnbestowed (thefts),

degradation, fraud and the (consequent) punishments ensued.

“Thereupon, descendants of Wa'suitho! these men assembled, and having

assembled thus deliberated. ‘ Friends! most assuredly wicked actions have become

prevalent among mankind : every where, theft, degradation, fraud and punishment

will prevail. It will be most proper that we should elect some one individual, who

would be able to eradicate most fully that which should be eradicated, to degrade

that whichs hould be degraded, to expel those who should be expelled; aud we will

assign to him (the person elected) a share of our sdfi*.’

“ Thereupon, descendants of Wa'settho! these persons having selected an indivi-

dual, in person more beautiful, in personal appearance more pleasiug, and (in all

respects) more calculated to conciliate than any one of themselves was ; ap-

proaching that individual, they thus invoked him. * Man! come hither: that

which should be destroyed, annihilate most fully
;

that which should be degraded,

degrade most fully
; that which should be rejected, reject : we will assign to the*

a portion of our sali.'

* The Atlhakathd explains that each individual was to pay on* ammunam
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Descendants of Wa'settho ! the said individual having replied to those persons,

‘Friends! be it so!’ he most fully annihilated that which should be annihilated ;

degraded most fully that which should be degraded ;
and rejected that which should

"be expelled
;
and they conferred on him a portion of their s&li.

“ Thus the great body of mankind having
(sammatu)

resolved or elected ; and

the party elected being thence called ‘ Maha-sammato,’ the first name conferred was
‘ Maha-sammato*,’ (the great elect;) and being also the lord of (‘ Khettani'

)

* cultivated lands he secondly acquired the appellation of ‘ Khattiyo'f and as by

his righteous administration it is considered that he (‘ rangin') ‘ rendered (mankind)

happy,’ thence, descendants of Wa'settho 1 the appellation of ‘ raja’ was thirdly

acquired.

“ Thus it was, descendants of Wa'settho! that on this race of ‘ Khattiyo,' that

illustrious appellation was bestowed, as its ancient original designation. They are

descendants of the same, not of a different (stock) of mankind
; and of a perfect

(original) equality, not of inequality
;

(exalted) by a righteous, not an unrighteous,

act. Descendants of Wa'settho, whether among people in this world, or the other

world, righteousness
(
dhanmo) is supreme.

“ Descendants of Wa'settho ! to a portion of the same people, this thought

occurred. ‘ Friends ! among mankind wickedness has descended
; theft, degrada-

tion, fraud, punishment and expulsion have appeared. It will he most proper that

we should (‘ bhaheya.no.') ‘ suppress’ wicked and impious acts
;
and they accordingly

did (‘ bhahenti’) ‘ suppress’ wicked and impious acts.

“ Descendants of Wa'settho ! those ‘ brdhman/t’ (‘ suppressors or eradicators’)

hence derived their first name ‘ brahmand.' ”

The revelation proceeds to explain how the brahmand acquired

secondly the appellation ‘ Jhdyaka from their (‘ Jhayentij ‘ exulting’

in the wild life they were leading, in leaf huts built in the wilderness ;

and thirdly, the appellation i Ajjhayaka’ from their ‘ceasing to exult’

in that life ; and to explain also that, as in the Khattiyo caste they are

no other than a division of the same tribe, who were in all respects on

a footing of original equality.

“ Descendants of Wa'settho ! the portion of mankind who had formed domestic

connections, (and built houses for themselves) became (
l Wissutakummanti’) 1 distin-

guished as skilful workmen or artificers,’ and in consequence of their becoming

distinguished from their domestic ties and skilfulness, the appellation of ‘ Wissd’

was obtained.”

JBuddho then, in the same manner, explains that the Wessa also

are a portion of the original stock, and repeats the circumstances

under which they successively lost the advantages originally enjoyed

by mankind.

“ Descendants of Wa'settho ! among those very individuals there were some

persons who were addicted to hunting (ludda). Descendants of Wa'settho ! from

being called ‘ ludda’ ‘ luddi ’ the appellation ‘ sudda’ was formed. It was thus that

to this class or caste of sudda that name was originally given.’’

* This individual was Sa'kya in one of his former incarnations.

p “ Ksettriya” according to the Hindus is the military, or warrior caste which

with them is the second class, the 1 Brahman’ being the first.

4 s 2
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The revelation again repeats that the suddd caste also was originally

no inferior class, but a part of the original stock, and proceeds to

explain that from each of these castes certain individuals, despising

and reviling their own castes respectively, each abandoned his habita-

tion, and led an habitationless life (agdriyan pubbajitd) saying, ‘ I will

become (sumano ) an ascetic or priest.’ Hence Bl'ddho exemplifies

that the ascetic or sacerdotal order was formed, from each of the four

castes, and does not appertain to any particular caste ; and with

reference to the persecution tnat the converted brahmans, whom he was

addressing, were undergoing from those, from whose faith they were

apostates, he says to them :

“ Descendants of Wa'settho ! even a Khattiyo, who has sinned, in deed, word

or thought, and become a heretic
; on account of that heresy, on the dismember-

ment of his frame after his death, lie is born in the tormentine, everlasting and

unindurable hell. Such is also the fate cf the Br/fhmo, the Wesso and the Suddo,

as well as of the Sumano or ascetic. But if a Khattiyo lead a righteous life, in deed,

word and thought
;
and be of the true or supreme faith, by th. merit of that faith,

on the dismemberment of his body after death, he is reproduced in the felicitous

suggaldka heavens.

“ Again, descendants of Wa'settho ! a Khattiyo. who indeed, word and thought,

has lived a life, partaking of both characters, and professed a mixed faith of both

creeds, on account of the profession of the mixed faith, on the dismemberment of

his body after death, he partakes both of happiness and misery. Such is also the

case in respect of the Brahmo. Wesso, Suddo and Sumano castes.

“ Again, descendants of Wa'settho ! if the Khattiyo. subduing the influence

of the sinful passions, in deed, word and thought, acquire the seven Bddhipakkhi-

yaddhammd, he attains the parinibbdnan which is the result of the acquisition of the

arahat sanctification. Such is also the case with the Brihmo, H'esso, Suddo and

Sumano classes.

“ Descendants of Wa'settho ! if there be any Bhikkhu among (any one of) these

four castes, who has subdued the dominion of sin, performed that which ought to

have been performed, laid aside (the load of sin), fulfilled his destiny, overcome

the desire of regeneration (by transmigration), and extinguished covetous desires,

he will become an arahat, and will be esteemed the most worthy among them, by

righteousness, not by unrighteousness.

“ Descendants of Wa'settho ! among mankind, whether in this world or in the

next world
(
dhammo

)
righteousness is supreme.

“ Descendants of Wa'settho ! the following has been sung even by the brdhman
Sanankuma'ro.

Khattiyo seitho jane tasmin yd gotlapatisarino.

*Wijjdcharana sampanno, so seitho dewamanusdf.

* I am not satisfied that I have caught the meaning of this quotation correctly.

The Wijjdcharana are only attainable by a supreme Buddho. They consist of

fifteen attributes, all appertaining to pilgrimage; and as pilgrimage is performed on

foot, hence the “ being sprung from the foot of Brahma” is considered to be no

degradation.

f There is some ambiguity in the above extract, the nominatives singular having

no apparent connection with palisdrino a genitive :—in Sanskrit this maybe re-

medied by putting the whole first line in the plural, according to my pandit i—
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“ Among mankind, whoever would be an illustrious Khattiyo he must be

scrupulous in regard to the purity of his lineage
;
and he who is endowed with

the attributes requisite for the pilgrimage of holiness, is supreme among dewd

and men.”
“ Descendants of Wa'settho ! by the brahman Sanankuma'ro, this very

githa has been most unquestionably sang, it has been advisedly rehearsed, fully

intending what it expressed, not undesignedly. This is known to myself.

“ Descendants of Wa'settho ! I also assert the same thing.

“Thus spoke Bhagawa'. The delighted Wa'settho and Bharaddwa'Jo were

exceedingly gratified at the discourse of Bhagawa'.
“ The conclusion of the Aggannasuttan being the fourth (of the Pdtikawaggo.)"

I now revert to the Dhammappakasani Atthakutha, on the

Patisambhidan.
“ From the gathering of the mighty cloud which precedes the destruction of the

kappo to the extinction of the flame, forms one Asankheyyan, called the Sanwatio

(destruction.)

“ From the extinction of the fire that destroyed the kappo to the deluge that

submerged the hundred thousand kotiyo of Chakkawaldni, is the second Asankhdyyan,

called the Sanwaiiatthdhi (continuance of destruction).

“ From the great deluge to the appearance of the sun and moon is the third

Asankheyyan, called the Wiwatto (creation).

“ From the appearance of the sun and moon until the gathering of the mighty

cloud that is to destroy the kappo again is the fourth Asankheyyan
,
called the

TViwat atihdhi, (the continuance of the creation.)

“ These Asankheyyani constitute one mahd-kappo, and be it understood that such

is the destruction by fire, and reproduction.

“ At any period when the kappo perishes by water, it is said, as explained in the

former instance in detail, ‘ that a mighty destroying cloud having gathered, &c.’

this much however is different.

“In lieu of the two suns (that appear) in that (destruction) a mighty torrent

descends, producing a merciless deluge, destructive of the kappo. Commencing

with a slight drift, by degrees the deluge descends in large streams, submerging a

hundred thousand kotiyo of Chakkawaldni. The earth, together with its mountains

&c. melt away, wherever it is rained upon by this fierce deluge.

“ That body of water is pent up on all sides, by the power of the wind (and

prevented spreading to the other Chakkawaldni)

.

From the earth to the regions of

the second jhdnan the flood extends. Thereby three Brahmalokd being destroyed,

it ceases to rise, on reaching the Subhahinno-brahmaldko. As long as the most tri-

fling perishable thing is left, so long is there no intermission to the rise of the flood.

But when every perishable thing destined to be overwhelmed in water has been

destroyed, instantly (the flood) subsides, and is entirely dissipated. The vacuum

below meeting the vacuum above (by the intermediate Chakkawaldni, having been

dissipated by the flood) one universal darkness is produced . All the rest has been

described (in the destruction by fire) . In this place, therefore, it need only be, in

general terms, mentioned, that the world is recreated, commencing with the

Abhussaro-brahmaloko

;

and that after death in the Subhakinno-brahmaldko, living

creatures are born again in the Abhassaro-brahmaldko, and other regions.

“Among such people, those are superior kshatris, who follow (the conduct of)

their ancestry : but he, who is perfected in wisdom’s path, is most excellent among

gods and men.—

E
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“ From the gathering of the destroying cloud to the termination of the fierce

deluge that destroyed the kappo constitutes one Asankheyyan.
“ From the termination of the deluge to the rains that reproduced the world, is

the second Asankheyyan.

“ From the great rains that reproduced the earth to the appearance of the

sun and moon is the third Asankheyyan.
“ From the reappearance of the sun and moon to the gathering again of the cloud

of destruction is the fourth Asankheyyan.

“ These four Asankheyyani constitute a mahd-kappo, and be it understood, such

is the destruction by water, and the reproduction.

“ Whenever the kappo is destroyed by the wind, he it known, that, as already

explained in the other cases in detail, the mighty destroying cloud gathers. The
difference in this instance also occurs at the stage in which the two suns appear, as

in those instances, thus here the storm destined to destroy the kappo then rises.

“In the first place, it raises a dust; then it drives before it by degrees a still

heavier dust ; then light sand, heavy sand, pebbles, and so on, till it hurls on rocks

as large as houses. In the same manner it tears up great trees. All these once

raised from the earth never descend again, being converted into impalpable atoms,

they are completely absorbed.

“ Then, in due course, the wind under the earth rising and spinning the world

topsy turvy, hurls it iuto the air. Portions of the world being one hundred yijand,

two. three, four and five hundred yojuna in extent, are rent asunder, and tossed

about by the power of the wind, till reduced to the minutest particles, they also

become absorbed. The tempest then raising also aloft the Chakkawalan and

Mahameru mountain, tosses them likewise into the air. They, hurled against each

other, aud battered to miuute atoms, also vanish. By this means destroying, as

well the habitations of the earth and the habitations (of the dewos) of the skies, as

the six Kannawdchara-dewalokd

;

the tempest annihilates the hundred thousand

kdtiyo of Chakkawalani also. One Chakkawalan being dashed against another

Chakkawalan, one Himawanto (snowy region) against another, and one Meru

mouutain against another ; and being involved in a general chaos, and reduced to

minute atoms, all perish.

“ The storm extends from the earth to the regions of the third jhdnan and three

Brdhmaloko having been involved in that destruction, the tempest is arrested on

reaching the Wdha/iphalo-brdhmalokd.
“ Thus every perishable thine having perished (the tempest) itself perishes also.

As described (in the other accounts of the destructions of the world) every circum-

stance takes place in this also, commencing with, by the vacuum below (the world

being destroyed) meeting the vacuum above
;
and one universal darkness prevails.

“ Subsequently the world is reproduced, commencing with the Subhakinno-

brdhmalolo, and living creatures dying (in due course) in Wehupphalo-brdhmaldkv,

are reproduced in the Subhakinno and other regions.

“In this instance, the period from the gathering of the cloud of destruction,

to the rising of the tempest that destroys the kappo, is one Asankheyyan.

“ From the period of the tempest, to the mighty deluge of reproduction, is the

second Asankheyyan, and so forth, in the same subdivisions, the other two Asan-

kheyydni. These four Asankheyydni constitute a mahd-kappo. Be it understood, that

such is the nature of the destruction by storm.

“ Why is it that the world is destroyed? On account of the original impiety

committed. The world is destroyed on account of the commission of the following

sins, viz : on the ascendancy of the passions, it (the world) is destroyed by water :

some authorities, however, declare that on the prevalence of crimes, the destruction

is by fire, aud ou the ascendancy of the passions by water. And when ignorance

prevails, it perishes by the wiud.
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“ It is elsewhere explained that after the world has been destroyed by fire seven

times, it is once destroyed by water, and after eight destructions by water (seven

conflagrations having intervened between each of the deluges making sixty- four

destructions) it is once destroyed by wind. From this explanation, when sixty-

three kappa have been destroyed, the rotation should arrive for one destruction

by water, but the storm-destruction superceding it (the water destruction), in

the age of the sixty-fourth kappo, destroys the worlds including the Subhakinno-

bruhmaWko.” [To be continued.]

IV .—Report on the Coal discovered in the Tennsserim provinces, by

Dr. Helfer, dated Mergui, 23rd May, 1838.

1. Five localities of coal have hitherto been discovered in the

Tenasserim provinces all situated in the province of Mergui.

A. On the large Tenasserim river, nine days up from the village

of Tenasserim near the creek Nan-tlieir-Khiaung, one and a quarter

mile inland
;

species friable, brown coal intermixed with iron pyrites.

Three veins in different localities, tertiary sandstone below, compact

sandstone conglomerate interpersed with large silicious fragments

above..

—

Discovered 17th March, 1838.

B. On the large Tenasserim eight days distant from the village

of Tenasserim along the banks of the river. Species lignite, light slaty

brown coal in veins 3 to 4 inches thick in general, sometimes not more

than 2 or 3 lines
; formation tertiary sandstone above and below ; belong-

ing to the same system as No. 1.

—

Discovered 19/A March, 1838.

C. On the Tenasserim above the Tarouk Kliiaung, on the right

or eastern side of the river five days distant from the village of

Tenasserim. Species bituminous shale in large masses protruding

above the surface, apparently a distinct system from A or B.

—

Disco-

vered 24th March, 1838.

D. On the coal river a branch of the little Tenasserim, five days

above the village of Tenasserim in a south-east direction ; slaty coal sp.

gr. 1.26. A vein 6 feet thick, 240 long with an angle of 20 degrees

upwards. A section on the banks of the river. Formation above

grey, below black clay slate
; the lowest stratum to judge from the

geological features of the country, apparently resting upon blue limestone.

E. One hour distant from No. 4 or (D) and a continuation of

it ; an immense coal field of either slaty or conchoidal pitch coal,

highly bituminous without a concomitant of iron pyrites. A succession

of fourteen localities where the coal lies bare on clay on both sides of

the river, which has evidently forced its way through it ; running at an

angle of 25 degrees upwards ; in all places 6 feet or more thick, resting

upon a stratum of slate.

—

D and E discovered 24th April, 1838.

2. This last locality being by far the most preferable respecting
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quantity, quality and locality, I refrain from entering into details of

A, B and C, which probably will never be worked, and are only

interesting in a scientific point of view.

3. This extensive coal field distant from A, B, C more than 300

miles belongs to quite a different system. It is situated on a high level

table-land, only diversified by an isolated range of mountains, from which

the river issues which passes through the coal fields, and which ridge

may be considered as the eastern boundary of the British possessions

towards Siam. The gulf of Siam in a direct line seems only to be

45 miles distant. The Lazchin islands lie almost opposite.

4. The river originating in the neighbouring mountains is at the

coal field only 15-25 yards broad, part of the year nearly dry, but

during five months from June to November (both inclusive) according

to native reports it is uninterruptedly navigable for rafts. I ascended

it in the month of April on rafts, before the commencement of the

monsoon, as far as within three hours distance from the coal fields.

5. The river after having passed through the last table-land enters

a hilly country, winding through the mountains chiefly in a northwest

direction until it reaches another river coming from the south. Here

the influence of the tides begins to be perceptible ; it runs in the same

direction about 40 miles having attained a breadth of from 50 to 80

yards at low water and enters at the village of Tenasserim. The large

Tenasserim river is accessible there to vessels of 100 tons burthen, from

whence the final distance to Mergui is about 50 miles*.

6. The coal itself is of superior quality being that species known in

England under the name of pitch coal, much higher in price than

common coal, and, on account of the greater quantity of bitumen which

it contains, used for the generation of gas.

7. The quantity seems to be unlimited, taking into consideration

only the upper stratum of six feet thickness as far as I was able to

trace it on the surface. Allowing annually to be required 30,000 tons,

this upper stratum alone would supply that large quantity for the

period of 120 years with good coal.

8. But it is certain that other strata lie below, and that probably

the quantity still improves in the ratio as the depth increases, according

to analogy j-.

* N. B. The natives from Mergui and different parts of Siam, go annually into

the mountains above the coal fields to cut an aromatic wood called callame which

is an article of commerce for the markets of Rangoon and Bankok.

-f- N. B. The specimens which accompany this memorandum must, though very

good coal, not be considered the best in quality ;
they are taken from the surface and

had been exposed for a lapse of ages to the constant action of water and incessant

influence of the atmosphere.
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8. The discovery of this coal field seems to be very important at

the present moment when steam communication begins to spread over

the whole of the eastern seas, and when the demand for coal annually

increases.

9. It is not certain if the locality can compete with the coal market in

Calcutta, but Mergui seems to be destined hi future to supply this

coast, the Straits, the Chinese seas, Madras, Ceylon

,

and perhaps Bom-
bay and the Red Sea, with coal.

10. If Ceylon become the central point in the comprehensive sys-

tem of steam communication, the locality of Mergui seems particularly

adapted to supply the depots at Point de Guile, the distance being

in the favorable season only eight or ten days’ sail.

11. A great advantage in the locality is the total absence of land

transport. The coal fields are divided quasi on purpose by nature by

the river, and the pits can be opened twenty yards from the banks of

the river.

12. The distance by the river is about 120 miles from Mergui

;

sixty miles of this are accessible to vessels of 100 tons burthen

throughout the year, and 40 miles more are under the influence of the

tides. The difficulty of the navigation concentrates in the last 20

miles. The passage is obstructed by hundreds of uprooted trees lying

across, impeding the navigation and giving constant occasion to the

formation of sand banks.

The clearing of this part of the river from these impediments will be

expensive, but a great deal can be done without any particular expense,

if Government convicts are employed.

13. The last thirty miles are navigable only during five months of

the year : it is therefore necessary to have a depot of coal near the river

banks, ready to be shipped, when the water begins to rise.

14. Bamboo rafts, each holding one ton of coal, are the best means

of transport in the first instance ;
tall bamboos fit for the purpose are on

the spot in the greatest abundance.

15. Bamboos fetch always the price of one rupee eight annas, to

two rupees per hundred at Mergui. The rafts can therefore be sold

with advantage. Should vessels arrive from distant parts, then the

bamboos would rise in price, the superior quality of those growing

in these provinces being appreciated on the other side of India, the

vessels will be glad to find another article to take along with the

coal.

16. If however annually, a very large quantity say, 10 to 20,000

tons are required, bamboos will not be sufficient, and it will be necessary

4 T
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to establish saw-mills in the place, to construct wooden boxes of planks,

to float the fuel down in them.

1 7. If wood of a superior quality is selected (and there is no want

of excellent timber throughout the province), the expense of the saw-

mills driven by water will be covered by selling the planks at a

moderate price in Mergui, even with profit.

18 A depot should be established at Mergui, in a commodious

place
; so that vessels can easily approach the shore.

19. If large quantities of coal are exported from Mergui

;

particular

Coal transports ought to be constructed, able to contain 5 to 800

tons each.

20. The stratum above the coal is no where more than 25 feet thick,

and consists of a, bad slaty coal, 6 inches ; b, grey slate, 8 inches
; c, debris

of slate with coarse gravel, 2 feet; d, gravel, and the rest alluvium.

2 1 . Consequently no complicated mining operation is required.

The upper strata being removed, the coal may be extracted without any

farther difficulty.

22. Being an open day work no casualties are to be feared from

the generation of the fatal bihydroguret of carbon (firedamp).

23. The great expenses accompanying the removal of the accumu-

lated waters in deep coal mines are avoided.

24. Nothing is required but a shed above and a rampart round

tbe coal pits ro prevent the intrusion of the rain during the monsoon.

25. In the subsequent calculation it will be seen, that the greatest

expense is incurred by the floating down of the rafts ; being of the

opinion that only Burmese are able to manage the rafts upon the river,

the convicts being incumbered with irons and inexperienced on the water.

It is the enormous price of labour, ten rupees at least per month, which

renders the transport so expensive ; suppose the price of labour to be

five rupees instead often, then according to the calculation which follows

—the price would immediately fall from four and a quarter annas per

maund to two and a half annas per maund.

26. Labourers from India could be advantageously employed in

working this coal field.

27. Being occupied only during the monsoon with the floating

down of the coal, they could be employed during the rest of the time,

part of them constructing new rafts for the next season, part of them

with the cultivation of the paddy, for themselves and for the consump-

tion of the convicts in the coal.

29. The benefits in working the coal mines of these provinces are

too obvious to merit a particular panegyric
;
they are in short as follows :
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1 . The discovery of a superior quality of coal iu an unlimited

quantity, in an accessible locality will remove every obstacle to steam

communication along the whole of the eastern coast of Bengal.

2. It will render the inexhaustible supply of superior iron ore a

treasure to the provinces, and will lead to the supply of iron for the

whole of India from this coast.

3. It will be an inducement to work the tin mines.

4. It will give employment to several hundred convicts in a profita-

ble way to government.

5. The circulation of a capital of 60,000 rupees ad minimum per

annum W'hich remains in the country will render the inhabitants the

more rich, the provinces the more prosperous.

6. In consequence of this, foreign capital will be drawn into the

country ;—the increase of capital will increase the population ;—the

increase of population will increase the cultivation ;—the increase of

population and cultivation will augment the public revenue.

Report on the Mergui Coal.

Th& first supply of coal from Dr. Heifer, upon which I reported

unfavorably I now perceive to have consisted merely of A, B, and

C, of the forgoing report, the precursors only of the Doctor’s real

discovery, and as he himself expresses it, only valuable in a scientific

point of view.

The four baskets now received are indeed of a far different quality

and fully justify the enthusiastic anticipations their discovery has raised.

Not being distinguished by any mark I presume they are all from the

localities D and E, which may be regarded as connected together,

though differing somewhat in quality.

This deposit seems to consist entirely of that species of coal called

pitch coal, or cannel coal. It resembles in many respects the most

resinous of the coals of the Assam field, but the ligneous structure is

generally less evident, and the fracture more conchoidal. In many
fragments however the laminary texture is observable, and the usual

variations in the quality of the layers of carbonized matter mark the

mode of deposit, -some layers having more earthy matter, some more
carbonaceous, and some more bituminous

; and occasionally a thin film

of ferruginous or earthy matter intervening.

The Mergui coal is however in general very homogeneous, as the

annexed analysis of four specimens taken from different bags will

show. It should be remarked that these specimens are each averages,

part being taken from the best and part from the worst looking of

each parcel.

4 t 2
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The very large proportion of volatile matter, near 50 per cent, shews

this coal to be a superior blazing material, which is the main point in

getting up steam, so much so that I understand one of the Company’s

steamers is unable to get up steam with the Rurdwan coal without a

large admixture of English cannel coal. It also makes it an admirable

coal for generating gas.

To try this latter experimentally I distilled over the gas from 18

tolas of the Mergui coal, and in a few minutes obtained two gasometers

full, or by weight nearly three and a quarter tolas of gas, besides 4. 3

tolas* of thick brown naphtha and water, a third part of which would

have been converted into gas had it passed through a heated tube.

When used in the forge the clear copious blaze is rather objection-

able
;

it wastes the heat, and more coal is consequently expended ; but

a very good weld was effected with it in presence of Captain Forbes.

In the same manner the great loss of volatile matter makes it

unprofitable for coking (yielding only one half instead of three fourths

its weight), but the coke itself is very close and good, being as free from

earthy impurity as much of the English coal.

All other particulars may be learnt by comparing the analysis with

that of other coals in my printed table : (see p. 197 of the present vol.

(Signed) J. Prinsep,

22nd June, 1838. Assay Master.

Analysis of the threefirst specimens of Lignite sent ly Dr. Helfer,

from Mergui.

No. l. A. No. 2. B. No. 3. C.
Burned with small Burned with fewer Burned with a few
flame and copious scintillations and scintillations and
scintillations. poor flame. poor flame.

Specific gravity,

Water,
1.256

10.0
1.376
9.3

1.391

7.3

Volatile matter, 56.7] o 53.9 © 38.6 o
Carbon
Ferruginous, & earthy matter,

36.0
}
o 37.3 © 43.8 ©

7.3 i - 8.8 17.6

Second despatch D. and E.

—

Pitch, coal from Mergui.

All four burned with copious rich flame
;
coke close-grained and of highly metallic

No. 1

.

No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.

Water, 9.7 8.2 7.4 7-6

Specific gravity 1.273 1.280 1.245 1.251

Volatile matter, 45.0] 48.9] _ 48.3] o 48.2]
,

Carbon,
Earthy matter, slightly 1

50.3 i | 46.7 [% 45.1
1 6 48.7 {

«I £ 44[1 6.6
ferruginous, J J

J. Prinsep.
Calcutta, the 22nd June, 183S.

* It consisted of one tola of Naphtha 3.3 of aqueous liquid containing sulphate and

tarbonate of ammonia, and pyroliguous acid.
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V .—Comparison of Asiatic Languages.

We are indebted to the Editors of the Calcutta Christian Observer

for the following columns of Chinese and Japanese words corresponding

to those contained in the tabular view of the comparison of Eastern

languages in our No. for December last, and present it with satisfaction

to our readers.

There were two other columns in Mr. W.’s communication, contain-

ing the sixty words in the several characters ; viz. the Katakana and

Hirakana, which the want of type for their exhibition has obliged us to

exclude. We are however through Mr. Csoma’s kindness enabled to

insert the column of Tibetan equivalents.

To the Editors of the Calcutta Christian Observer.

Dear Sirs,

Having been favoured with the perusal of the number of the J. A. S. for

December 1837, I have looked over the article on a comparison of various

Asiatic Languages with much interest. The plan if carried out, will be

likely to afford data from which important and interesting inferences can

be legitimately drawn.

In the column for Japanese, however, I think you will be a little misled

by your authority not attending very strictly to the rules of pronuncia-

tion and spelling which you have laid down, and I have ventured to send a

column of the words, in order that a comparison may be made from the

true sounds of the Japanese, accompanied by two modes of writing most in

use. The vowel sounds to the letters of their alphabet are quite uniform ;

but by elision for the sake of euphony, the number of vowel sounds is

greatly increased. I should think that few Asiatic languages could be

more perfectly reduced to the Romanizing system than the Japanese, and

that there were few people in Asia who would be less inclined to adopt

that system than that people.

When Mr. G. says, “ that the Chinese character is universally read

among the natives with a different sound and accent, more full and

euphonical,” he perhaps wishes to express that the Chinese character is

used among the Japanese to a considerable extent, but that the people do

so universally there are not sufficient grounds for believing. There are

in the alphabet, 73 distinct sounds, 25 of which are made by diacritical

marks upon some of the 48 letters. In the Hirakana, there are several

ways of writing the same character or letter, making consequently, their

number much greater, perhaps above a hundred. In the I mattokana (not

Imatskana) the contractions are carried to a greater extent, making it

one of the most difficult writings in existence to read freely.
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It may be true that the Japanese language is spoken by about 20 mil-

lions of people with very little variation, but while the country is so her-

metically sealed, such an opinion can only he treated as a clever sur-

mise.

I have changed a few words in the list, giving the word which appears

to be more indigenous. Sakana is a preparation of fish ; kuchinawa and

hebi are nearly synonimous, but hebi is the most common ; inoshishi is

wild boar, buta the common word for swine.

These few remarks are given only to explain the list, which is sent for

the single purpose of making your list more perfect, and thus aiding in

your comparisons.

Concerning the Chinese sounds, they must be considered as hardly

settled yet, and no great stress can therefore be laid upon the sounds as I

have- written them.

Yours with respect,

S. W. Williams.

Macao, April 1, 1838.

English. Tibetan. Japanese. Chinese Characters.

Air, r,lung ma. yoki. k‘i.
*

i

Ant, grog ma, ari, i. tj||| 3

Arrow, m,dah, ya. tsien,

mj
3

Bird, bya,
1

tori, niu. M. 4,

Blood, khrag, m chi, hfuh,
SIOJ

Du 5

Boat, g™, 3
temrna, ting,

Hi
*

6

Bone, ruspa. honi, k‘uh, 7

Buffalo, mahe. suigiu, shui )

gin, J A

W

8

Cat, byila, S’* neko, miau, m 9

Cow, ba. ushi, giu. 10

Crow, kha ta, karas u, a, 11

Day, nviu mo. \y
hi. yih, 0 *12

Dog. khyi,
c\

IS
inu, kou, m 13

Ear, sa. mimi. 'ib, U
Earth, r,na,

*
chi, ti.

ja
*15
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English. Tibetan.

Egg,

Elephant,

Eye,

Father,

Fire,

Fish,

Flower,

Foot,

Goat,

Hair,

Hand,

Head,

Hog,

Horn,

Horse,

House,

Iron,

Leaf,

Light,

Man,

Monkey,

Moon,

Mother,

Mountain,

Mouth,

Musquito, srinbu
; m

hurings.

Name, ming,
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Japanese. Chinese Characters.

s,gonga,

g,lang chhen,

mig,

pha, apha,

me,

nya,

metog,

r,kang pa,

ra ma,

s,kra ; s,pu,

lagpa,

mgo,

phag,

ra,

r, ta,

khyim khang,

l,ehags
,

loma,

hod,

mi,

s,prehu,

z,lava (da),

ma, ama,

ri,

kha,

>,/
tamago, lwan. # 16

zou. siang, M *
17

c\

*r=l
me, yen, BM 18

5J, W'*J chichi. fu, X 19

if
hi. fau, A * 20

uwo. u. a *
21

•s v/ hana, hwS, 22

ashi, kiah. m 23

hitsu zhi, shan
yang.

24,

WR
kamige,

te,

mau,

shau,

%
f-

25

26

atama. tau. njif 27

buta, ‘chu, 28

tsuno. koh, 29

%
muma, ma. 30

iye, 6h, M 31

tetsu, tieh, iH *32

QT*{
ha, yieh, H 33

hilca ri. kwang,
Tfe 34

c\

eg
shto, yin. A 35

$3
sard, hau,

li 36

tski, yd eh, 37

baba, mu, 38

CV

x yama, shan,
Of

39

p kuchi, hau, R 40

wan.
m.

41

na. miner. A? * 42
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English. Tibetan.

Night, m,tshan mo.

Oil, h,bru mar,

Plantain, kdla, Hind, WQJ

River, g,tsang po, *ii*r*j

Road, lam,

Salt, tsha, 4
Skin, pags pa.

Sky, nam m,khah.

Snake, s,brul.

Star, skar ma, SI***

Stone, r,do, r
Sun, nyi ma,

Tiger, s,tag,

Tooth, SO,
\s

T ree, l,jon shing,

shing,

V/ C\

N/
Village, yul tslio,

Water, chhu, M
>

Yam, dova,

Japanese. Chinese Characters.

yoru, yejb & * 43

abdra, yiu,
yfl

44

basliiyo, tsiau, 45

kawa, kiang, ir 46

michi, lu, 47

shiwo, yen,
rm.

48

kawa, Pb K 49

sora. tsengT^^
tieu.

50

hebi, she, 51

hoshi, sing, JL
5*

ishi. sheh.
'S

* 53

nichirin. yih,

0
54

tora, fd,

JrL .

55

ha,

3?
' 56

ki, shu. 57

mura, kiang, m
Ac

58

midzd. shui, 59

tskuneimo, ta slid 9 —Jr* *5^
• 60

The sounds of the Chinese are written in accordance with the system

published in the Chinese Repository, for February, 1838, and the Japanese

after the list of sounds on pages 83, and 101 of the select papers on Ro-

manizing published at Serampore. The last i is short in the Japanese

words, like y in beauty. The difference between the two kinds of writing

is shewn by the two columns of Katakana and Hirakana ;
the Imattokana

is much like the Hirakana. The Japanese employ Chinese characters to

express the same ideas as the Chinese, but often call them by a different

name. Those marked * were probably derived from a common source, and

perhaps there are more. The Chinese sound is often known among the

Japanese, but does not seem to be the one most commonly used.
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VI .—Epitome of the Grammars of the Brahuiky , the Balochlcy and the

Panjdbi languages, with Vocabularies of the Baralcy, the Pashi, the

Lughmani, the Cashgari, the Teerhai, and the Deer Dialects. By

Lieut. R. Leech, Bombay Engineers, Assistant on a Mission to Kabul.

Grammar of the Panjabi Language.

This language, as spoken in large towns, is a dialect of the Urdu or

Hindustani, and dilfers from it chiefly in having those vowels short that

the latter has long, and in having the Sanskrit (:) visarg in the middle

of words otherwise Hindustani ; for example the number eighteen they

call attahran and not athara. In the villages the zemindars (farmers)

speak a language called Jathky, the original language of the country.

On the Sikh frontiers Panjabi slightly mixes with the neighbouring

dialects, in ishawalpoor it partakes of Sindhy. There are two charac-

ters in which the language is written ; Gurmukhi the character of the

Granth, (gospels of 10 holy men,) and Lande used by the merchants in

their accounts. The character used in the mountains of Jammu and

Nadoun differs from the Lande of the capital, and the merchants even

of different cities and districts, as Sealkot and Guzerat for instance

differ slightly in their manner of writing this character.

The Sikhs under their preceptor Guru Govind Singh carried their

hatred of the Muhammadans to such an extent as to substitute a voca-

bulary for their native Punjabi, because the latter was spoken by the

Musalmans. The vocabulary is composed of ridiculous and disrespect-

ful epithets of every thing relating to Islamism : it is not however used

by Maharajah Runjeet Singh the ruler of the Sikh nation.

Declension of a Noun Masculine.

Singular. Plural.

Nom. Ghoda a horse Ghode horses

Gen. Ghodeda of a horse Ghodyanda of horses

Acc. & Dat. Ghodenu a horse Ghodyanu horses

Abl. Ghodeton from a horse Ghodyanton from horses

Declension ofa Noun Feminine.

Singular. Plural.

Nom. Ghodi a mare Ghodiyan mares
Gen. Ghodida of a mare Ghoniyanda of mares!

Acc. & Dat. Ghodinu a mare Ghodiyanu to mares
Abl. Ghoditon from a mare Ghodiyanton from mares

Declension of a Compound Noun.

Singular. Plural.

Nom. Hacha ghoda a good horse Hache ghode good horses

Gen. Hache ghodeda of a good horse Hachyan of good horses
ghodyanda

4 u
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good horsesAcc. Sj Dat. Hache ghodenu a good horse Hachyan
gbodyanu

Abl. Hache ghodeton from a good Hachyan gho- from good
horse dyanton horses

This termination is changed into di to agree with a feminine noun.

Declension of the 1st Personal Pronoun.

Singular.

Nom. Main or man I

Gen. Medaormenda my
Acc.

<3f
Dat. Menu or mainku me

Abl. Medekulon 'I ( maithon
Medethon >or< maithin from
Mede pason ) (mendekulon

Plural.

Asi
Asada sada
Asanu sanu us

Asathon sathon

! satiii nasathin

we (Jathki.)

our

»}
from us

Declension of the 2nd Personal Pronoun.

Singular. Plural.

Nom. Tun thou Tusi ortusan von
Gen. Teda, tenda thy Tuhada or your

or tonda tusada

Acc. <%• Dat. Tenu ortunnu thee Tuhannu or you
tusannu

Abl. Tethon or from thee Tuhathon or from you
tuthon tusathon

Declension of the 3rd Personal Pronoun
, (proximate.)

Singular. Plural.

Nom. E this E these

Gen. Isda of this Inhanda of these

Acc. $$ Dat. Isnu this Inhanu these

Abl. Iskulon, isthon from this Inha kulon )

I aha pason j
from these

Declension of the 3rd Personal Pronoun, (remote.)

Aom. O that O those

Gen. Usda of that Onhanda of those

Acc. § Dat. Usnu that Onhanu or those

onhanii

Onakulon

Abl. Usthon from that Onhathon
^

Onha pason )

-from those

Declension of the Reflective Pronoun.

Nom. A'pe self

Gen. A'pna of self

Acc. & Dat. A'pnu to self

Abl. A pthon from self

Declension of the Interrogative Pronoun, (animate.)

Nom. Kouna who
Gen. Kisda whose
Acc. 6j Dat.
Abl.

Kisnu or kanu
K isthon

from whom

Declension of the Interrogative Pronoun, (inanimate.

)

Nom. Kya or ki what
Gen. Kisda or kada of what
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Acc. $ Dat. Kisnu or kanu what

Abl. Kisthon or kaithon from what

Cardinal Numbers.

One hik Fifty-three tirwanja

Two do Fifty-four chauranja

Three tin Fifty-five pachwanja

Four char Fifty-six chawanja

Five panj Fifty-seven satwanja

Six chhih Fifty-eight atwanja

Seven sat Fifty-nine unhat

Eight ath Sixty sat

Nine noun Sixty-one ekhat

Ten das Sixty-two bahat

Eleven nyanran
bahran

Sixty-three tehat

Twelve Sixty-four chaut

Thirteen tehran Sixty-five pepant

Fourteen chaudan Sixty-six chah at

Fifteen pundhran Sixty-seven satat

Sixteen sohlan Sixty-eight attat

Seventeen sattahran Sixty-nine unhattar

Eighteen attahran Seventy satar

Nineteen unnin Seventy-one ekhatar
Twenty wih Seventy-two bahatar

Twenty-one ikki Seventy-three tehatar

Twenty-two bai Seventy-four chauhattar
Twenty-three
Twenty-four

te,i Seventy-five panjhattar

chavi Seventy-six chahattar

Twenty-five panji Seventy-seven sathattar

Twenty-six chhabl Seventy-eight athattar

Twenty-seven
Twenty-eight

satai Seventy-nine unasi

attai Eighty as!

Twenty-nine unnatti Eighty-one elcasi

Thirty tih or trih Eighty-two beasi

Thirty-one ekati Eighty-th ree treasi

Thirty-two batti Eighty-four chauras!
Thirty-three teti Eighty-five pachas!
Thirty-four chauti Eighty-six cha,asi

Thirty-five painti Eighty-seven satas!

Thirty-six chatti Eighty-eight attas!

Thirty-seven saint! Eighty-nine unanawe
Thirty-eight attaint! Ninety nave
Thirty-nine untali Ninety-one ekanave
Forty chahli Niuety-two banave
Forty-one ektali Ninety-three teanave
Forty-two baitali Ninety-four chauranave
Forty-three tirtali Ninety-five pachanave
Forty-four chautal! Ninety-six chaanave
Forty-five paintali Ninety-seven satanave
Forty-six ch.atal! Ninety-eight atanave
Forty-seven sentali Ninety-nine nadinave
Forty-eight att

3
tali Hundred sou senlcda

Forty-nine unwanja Thousand bazar
Fifty

Fifty-one
panjah
ekwanja

Hundred thou-
sand

lakh

Fifty-two

4 u 2

bawanja Million karod
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Ordinal Numbers.
First pahla Sixth chanwan
Second dujja, dusra Seventh satwan
Third tisra, trija Eighth atwan
Fourth chautha Ninth nawan
Fifth panjwan Tenth das « an

Conjugation of the: Auxiliary Verb.

Indicative Mood. Present Tense.

Main h;\n or an I am Asi han or an AVe are

Tun hen or en Thou art Tusi ho or o You are

O hen or en He is O hain or ain They are

Perfect Past Tense.

Main haisan or I was Asi haisan or ahe We were
san

Tun haisen or Thou wert Tusi haisao or ahe You were
saen

O haisi si or alia He was 0 haisin or sin They were

Imperfect Past Tense.

Alain hunda san I was being Asi hunde san We were being
Tun hunda saen Thou wert being Tusi hunde sa,o You were being
O hunda si He was being O hunde sail They were bein;

Pluperfect Past Tense.

Main hoya san I had been Asi hove san Mre had been
Tun hoya saen Thou hadst been T usi lioye sa,o You bad been
O hoya si He had been O hoye sail They bad been

Future Tense.

Alain howanga I shall be Asi howange We shall be
Tun howeng i Thou slialt be Tusi hovoge You shall be
O hevega He shall be O ho ange They shall be

Imperative Mood.
Tun ho or o Be thou Tusi liovo or vo Be you
The negative imperative is formed by prefixing na.

Subjunctive Mood.
The relative conjunction (half i shart of the Arabians) is expressed by

je (if) and the correlative conjunction (barf i jaza) by tan then.

Main liowan
Tun hoven
O hove

Present Tense.

I may be Asi hoviye
Thou mayst be Tusi liovo

He may be O liowan

Perfect Past Tense.
Mainliundan I had been Asi hunde
Tun hundon or Thou hadst been Tusi hunde

hunda
O hunda He had been O hunde

Past Participle. (Ism i mahful) hoya
Verbal Noun. (Ism i fail) honewala
Infinitive Mood. (Masdar) bona

We may be
You may be

They may be

We had been
You had been

They had been
been
be

3
er

to be

Main akhnd
Tun akhnain
O a/c/idai

Conjugation of the verb A'hhnd, To speak.

(Masculine.)

Present Tense.

1 speak Asi aAAnvan
Thou speakest Tusa aAAde

;
o

He speaks O aAAden

We speak
You speak

They speak
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Perfect Past Tense.

Main akhya I spoke Asan akhya We spoke
Tun akhyai Thou spokest Tusan akhya You spoke
Us akhya He spoke Ina akhya They spoke

Imperfect Past Tense.

Main a/i/tda san 1 was speaking Asi a/f/ule san We were speak-

Tun a/f/ida saen Thou wast speak- Tusi aMde sa,o

ing

You were speak-
ing

0 a/i/ide sin

ing

O a Ittid'd si He was speaking They were speak-
ing

Pluperfect Past Tense.

Main akhya si I had spoken Asan akhya si We had spoken
Tun akliya si Thou hadst Tusan akhya si You had spoken

spoken
Us akliya si He had spoken Ina akhya si They had spoken

Future Tense.

Main akhanga I will speak Asi akhange We will speak

Tun akhenga Thou wilt Tusi aklioge You will speak
speak

0 akliega He will speak O akhange They'will speak

Imperative Mood.
Tun tilth or akh Speak thou Tusi akho Speak you

Subjunctive Mood. Present Tense.

Main akhan I may speak Asi akhiye We may speak
Tun akhen Thou mayst speak Tusi akho You may speak
O akhe He may speak O akh a li They may speak

Perfect Past Tense.

Main a/c/uki or I might speak Asi ihkhde We might speak
akh da

Tun a/>7ido Thou miglitest Tusi a/i/ide You might speak
speak They might

0 aMda He might speak O a/c/ide speak

Conjugation of the veeb Kehna

,

To tell.

(Feminine.)

Present Tense.

Main kehni an 1 am telling Asi kehni an or We are telling

kehndiyan
Tun kehni en Thou art telling Tusi kehndiyano

0 kehndiya en or

You are telling

O kehndi

e

She is telling They are telling

kehndiyan

Perfect Past Tense.

Main ke,ai I told Asan keai We told

Tun keai Thou toldst Tusan ke,ai You told

Usne keai She told Una keai They told

Imperfect Past Tense.

Main kehndi san I was telling Asi kehndiyan sail We were telling

Tun kehndi saen Thouwast telling Tusi kehndiyan You were telling

sa,o

She was telling O kehndiyan sin They were tell-

ing
O kehndi si
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Pluperfect Past Tense.

Main keha si I had told Asan kehit si We had told

Tun keha si Thou hadst told Tusan keha si You had told

Us keha si She had told Una keha si They had told

Future Tense.

Main kahangi I will tell Asi kahanginyan We will tell

Tun kahengi Thou wilt tell Tusi kahogiyo You will tell

O kahegi She will tell O kahanginyan They will tell

Imperative Mood.
Tun koh Tell thou Tusi koho Tell you

Subjunctive Mood ,. Present Tense.

Main kalian I may tell Asi kahyye We may tell

Tun kahen Thou m avest tell Tusi kaho You may tell

O kahe She may tell O keban They may tell

Perfect Past Tense.

Main kehandi I might tell Asi kehndiyan W e might tell

Tun kehandi Thou mightest Tusi kehndiyo You might tell

tell

O kehndi She might tell O kehndiyan They might tell

Vocabulary of Adverbs, Past and Prepositions, Conjunctions, &c. Sec., called

in Sanskrit (Avyay).

Uppurr
j- above

Attarsun 3 days hence
Uthe Chauth 4 days hence
Heth below Panjauth 5 days hence
Wich in Uchha above, high
Bahar out Ninwan below, low
Idhir here Todi

"
'l

(

Udhur
Is wal

there

on this side

Lag (

Tain
(

^up to, ’till

Us passe on that side Talak j1

Agge before Par but

Pichhe after Har wele liames- always, at all

Sajje to the right han times
Khabbe to the left K adon when
Jhabde quickly Jad '

1
j-
when

Haul! slowly Jadon
J

Therhrki slowly Tad
"

j-
then

Dadhi fast Tadon
j

Halka light

heavy
Dihade diliade daily

Bhara Pher again

Mada bad Agle wele furmerly
Dadha good Huna now
Lissa thin Than instead of

Motha fat Par across

Takda strong Orar on this side

Wali well Uchhan on the top

Nawal ill Niwaii at the bottom
Wadda large Uttad" a little high

Chota small Niwan a little below
Lamina long Azpas round
Chauda broad Samhe in front

Aj to-day Bas enough
Kal yesterday Bhi also

Iial to-morrow A ho, ban yes, bhald

Parsun day after to-mor- Nah no
row Je if
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Jiwenke (chunanchy) Jeda as large as

Aiwenke (chunin) Eda so large

Jadh whenever 0,e holla

Tadh then E miyau the same in re-

Barabbar ) like
spect

Wangar J U
^
oh! for a woman

Mech like in size Ve j to call

Kikar why U, i oh ! (pain)

Waste 1
Hai, hai alas

La,i
_

J
Wadhik, bohun,)

for Haloe
Pahrya |

calling for help

bahut >much O, e, o, e oh for a slight pain

Wadh, bota J
Nal

Thora little Kol t in company with

Ghat less Te and
A inwen gratis Bina without

Kulon than Bhaven or

Vocabulary of Nouns.

Din day Kotlia house or cottage

Rat night Jhuga hut
Hath
Munda

hand Darakht
Rukh |

tree

Nikda Buta shrub
Chokra Buti plant

Nikka r-boy Ghoda horse
Kaka Tairr a tattoo mare
Ningar Ghodi

^
mare

Lauhda Madi
Kudi

- Haran
Mundi Miryon >deer
Chokri Mirg j
Kaki >-girl Gaddon
Nikki Gaddan

V-ass
Nikdi I Gadha
Lauhdi Kotha 3
Putur

- son
ETiachhar mule

Beta Behan a colt

Dhi
daughter

Wachera foal

Kaki
J

Sand a barren female
Peo

• father
Sunank a fruitful female

Baba Tattu a pony
Ma :

- mother
Kukud a cock

Ammi Kukudi a hen
Bha,i
Bhira

' brother
Kabutur
Kuggi

a pigeon
a ring dove

Bhen sister Baghla
j- storkPani water Ba</Ala

Agg fire Titur partridge

Roti Badhitar a kind of ditto

Gogi >bread Bateda quail

Tikki j
Tiliyarr a bird

Sheher city, royal seat

j- village

Gidad jackal

Pind Lumbud fox

Thata Bagyhad wolf

Mohda a few huts Slier tiger

Gir&n a town [pital Babbar royal tiger

Nagari a large city or ca- Chita leopard

Gharr house Shagosh panther
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Tarkh hyena Mull radish

B.jju an animal that Gajar carrot

opens graves Ktil fa. purslain

Kutta dog Chaulai beet

Bill! cat Lai sag red beet root

Cliuha rat Boliud ficus indicus

Sap snake Ambh mango
Neval weazel Anar pomegranate
Mor peacock Sanda (dial a fruit

SaggO

|
lizard

Sangtara ditto

Go Kimb ditto

Sana a species of ditto Chakotra pampelnose
Kachu tortoise Kela plantain

K umma turtle Qnlab
Luu

rose

St ljsar alligator salt

Bhutan the water hog Tel oil

Ludhur otter Shakar sugar
IJth,

Unth j- camel
Rib
Khand

sirup

sugar, soft

Roh bear Gud molasses
B : ndar monkey Mishri sugar-candy
La gur long-tailed ape Patasa preparation of

B .kra. bakii 1 lie-goat and she- sugar
Chliela cliheli / goat Mirch pepper
Bln da blied sheep, ewe Lakad wood
Bbedu ram Ghe,o, gbi clarified butter

Dlagi ) Makhau blitter

Gan
1 cow

Anda egg
Bald, dand, dliagi bollock Andde eggs
Manj
Sanda

s-he-liuff.ilo Dudh milk
lie-buffalo Dakin

|
curds

Sand bull Cliakka
Battak duck Lass!

|Kanak wheat Kassa 'buttermilk
Chanwal rice Panbak j
Cbola pulse Handi
Cabuli cbola white ditto Kuiini |-a cooking pot

M asar lentil Tabli

Mung pliaseolus mungo Cliapni cover
Manila phastolos maxi- Do,i wooden spoon

nius Chulla cooking place

Rawanh a particular bean Kadchi iron spoon
Juar the common grain Kadai frying pan

liolcus soryum Tava do. for bread
Makai Indian corn Ukli mortar
Janv barley Mola pestle

Matar a pea Haidar saffron

Bajra the common grain Manji bedstead

liolcus spicatus Pidi small cot

Kangd millet K adtad cot of leather

Pyaz thongs
Ganda > onion Loha iron

M’assal j Kalai tin, (? tinning

'l'homb leak Sikka lead
Gonglun turnip Tamba copper
Karam cabbage Pittul brass
Methri thyme Sona gold
Palak spinnage Chandi silver, pure
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Rupa
Jist

Para
Jiwa
Hurtal
Patharr
Pattar
Anguta
Chichi ungul
Pabb
Adi
Gita
Pini

Goda
Chapni
Sathal

Pat
Chutud
Nav
Dhuni
Tang
Pet
Ojri

Andran

Phipbada
Hath
Jibh
Tall

Vini

Kohni
Doula
JVI ohda
Pith
Gal
Gala
Sangi
Hoth
Dand
Alasha dahlia

Khadi
Khodi
Kala
Galh
Nakh
Kothi
Ghodi
Akh
Pipili

Anna
Chhappar
Bharwata
Matha
Putputi
Talu
Kopad.
Ghandi

4 x

silver

pewter

j- quicksilver

yellow orpiment
stone

leaf

nail

little toe

sole

heel

ancle

calf

knee
knee-cap

j- thigh

buttocks

|
navel

leg

stomach
tripe

entrails

lungs
hand
tongue
palm
below the elbow
arm

elbow
arm above elbow
shoulder
back

j.
neck

wind-pipe
lip

tooth

jaw tooth

Dhounn
Kan
Papdi
Kanune
Suthan
Nala
Nada
Pag
Mittha
Khatta
Kouda
Kasaila
Sahilna

Bakbaka
Phika
Tatta

Thanda
Narm
Kula
Sakhat
Kharna
Kuli
Dhila
Thinda
Ucliha

Ninwa
Mehnga
Sasta

Gilla

Sukka
Sukha
Wal
Pate
Muchha
Dadi
Juda
Mendi
Kachh
Bagal
Kuth

j.
chin

jawbone
cheek
nose

j.
grisel of the nose

eye
eyelash

eyeball

eyelid

eyebrow
forehead
temple
scalp

crown
palate

Palka

Kimari
Randi
Gabru
Gharwala
Khawand
Wouti
Gharwali
Darit

Barud
Gha
Daua
Chitta

Bagga

nape of the neck
ear

soft part of ear
lobe

trowsers

J
breeches string

turban
sweet
sour

bitter

pungent
salt

nauseous
insipid

hot

cold

^
soft

hard
rough
smooth
liquid

greasy
high
low
dear
cheap
wet
dry
bhang
hair

locks of hair

mustachoes
beard
top knot of hair
ringlets

j- armpit

cue of hair

Cplaited hair by
) which virgins

J
are distinguish-

V ed
virgin

" widow
bridegroom

j
- husband

bride

wife

gunpowder
ditto

grass

grain

j- white
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Lai red Jhala mad
Kala black Phanwanl pi asure

Nila blue Rawed angry

Pila^ yellow- Mandi ill

Sawa green Changa well

Ma cl) hi fish Pid pain

Mah parshad flesh Kagadh paper

Suraj sun Dawad inkstand

Chan moon Lekhan pen
Pinis palanqueen Khiih well

Tara star Rah road

Ubbhurdd
j- east

Penda journey

Chadda Nao name
Sehanda west Wadhyai fame
Parbat north Kathi saddle

Dakhan south Rakab stirrup

Wah wind Dumchi crupper
Hanera darkness Tahru saddle-cloth

Haneii dust storm Mu/r/ita head stall

Chhanau light Fara/r/ii surcingle

Dakb grapes Hall plough
Duhnga deep Pa njail yoke
Kacha raw Suaga pat drag
Pakka cooked Kahl pickaxe
Singh liorn Ramba spade
Sumb hoof Datri sickle

Khuv divided ditto Paili field

Unn wool Pahad hill

Run cotton Tihbi' hillock

Run!
Boli

do.

language
Chhil

Sakk |
bark

Bhukh hunger Ja4 root

Treh thirst Teh ill branch
Jhuti shoes Kotdi room
Anna blind Dahlan verandah
Gunga dumb Itha brick

Dora deaf Veda terrace

Sujaka having sight Taya father’s elder

Luhla lame with both brother
legs Dada father’s father

Kana blind of one eye Nana mother’s father

Bhenga double sighted Par nana liana’s father

Langa lame of one leg Shakarnana father of latter

Sidba straight Potra grandson
Dinga crooked Padotra great grandson
Apatha upset Bharjai sister-in-law

Vocabulary of Verba.

Avua to come Pivua to drink
Javna O

IQO Satna to throw
Leavna to bring Deviia to give

Le javna to carry away Lend to take
Rakbiia to put Nachna to dance
Uthavna to raise Kudana to leap

Utbna to rise H asna to laugh
Baithna to sit Rona to wreep
Khavna to eat Sadna to call
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Mania
Wicharna
To Ilia

Mechna
Pakavna
Ubalna
Bhuniia
Kholna
Tapna
Banna
Wadhna
Phadua
Doudna
Drukna
Likhna
Padna
Phirna
Chikna
Kichna
Piuijna

Cldiilna

Digna
Dhairia

Digavua
Dig pavna
Janna
Gaii kadhni
Karz lena

Hatavna
T urna
Wajavna

Ghulnd
Kambna
Aklma
Auwavna

Mu sia

Kona singh

Sukha

Sunerd

Chaklma
Parshad
Mahan parshad
Chita bajavna
Kave phirna
Sucheta karna
Niwaj
Mast jad
Thati
Gadhi

Grammar of the Panjabi Language.

}

to beat

to think

to weigh
to measure
to cook
to boil

to roast

to open
to bound
to bind
to cut

to break

to run

to write

to read

to stroll

to pull

to wipe
to scrape

to fall

Khalona
Khadona
Gavavna
Khulavna
Dhakavna

Khoturna
Bijna
Rahwna
Patna
Mangna
'I’uthna

Bhajna
Kliurukna
Chatna
Dabna
Vithna
Phukna
Khedna
Kukna
Kliiskana
Uturna
Khalwavna

to stand up

to lose

to loosen

to cause to be
pushed

to dig

j-
to sow

to pluck
to ask

- to break

to scratch

to lick

to press

to pour
to blow
to play games
to call

to sneak away
to descend
to make stand

to make fall Kharchna to spend
to fail Chudavna to release

to bring forth Chadna to ascend
to abuse Dhikna to push
to borrow Sivna to sew
to remove Wadhna to grow
to walk Tilakna to slip

to play on an in- Darrna to fear

strument Nasna to retire

to wrestle Bharna to fill

to tremble Tukna to chop
to speak
to make bring

Thakorna to careofjto mind

A short Sikh Vocabulary.

a Musalman Chimgna to smoke
bald-headed Dosa Dost Muhammad

s.m. disrespect Ranga Aurangzeb
to Musalmans Paliul le,ona to become a con.

the intoxicating vert

plant bhang Kacha singh breeches

the vessel in Anga coat

which bhang is Kesa ] hair weavers, an

J epithet of Sikhsbruised Dhari
to eat or drink Datan tooth brush

eatable Granth saheb the Sikh scrip-

meat ture (Granth)

to make water Agan fire

to ease one’s self U7achna to read

to make ablution Ramjanga a matchlock

prayer Bati a pot

Kadchi a spoon
ri mosque

Waltoi a vessel for cook-

a hooka ing pulse

4x2
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Kaj marriage Lingrl butler

Sult&na Sultan Muham- Langar cookroom
mad Khkn Dalle pieces of flesh

Pirna Pir Muhammad Las soup
Khkn Karna to cook (not pa-

Phatta Wazir Fatteh kavna)

Tambura
Khkn Warjna to stop one’s own

Timaur Shah dinner, i. e. to

Pendhya

Gadwal

Penda Khkn
(Tanauli)

cup-bearer

accept an invi-

tation

Maharaj Ranjit Singh has the following peculiar Vocabulary of his own.
Bandbast, opening of the bowels, Dast in Persian.

Thirmili, a check or curtain, cheekh in Panjabi.

Khismati, a ewer, chilamchi in Persian, because chilams (pipes are not
lawful in the Granth.)

Sugda (clever) a stool, instead of Moda because this word means a fool.

Kanga Sagar, a goglet, Aftaba in Persian.

Sentences.

War ji (properly Wa Guruji) ka
khk\sk

Tuhada nan ki,e

Tusi kiddar jande,o
Tun kiddar janna en
Is pindda nan lii,e

Tuhanti thand lagi,e

Oh pind kinna dur,e

Tuhadi umur kitni e

Tusi sadde hhiranu jande o

Isda mul ki loge

Tuhadiyan trimatan kitniyan
Tusi ghodyanu ki dende,o
Tuhade ghodyandi ki khuralc e

Tusi kis waste mere utte ghusse o

Tuhada peo juvnda e

Nah tre vare huen jo pura hogaya e

or (margava e)

Tusi kadin Turkisthannu ga,e,o

Din vich kitni veri khande,o
Ki, ki, khande,o
Nazar aonda e jo aj min wasega
Ki kar nazar aotide

Asade kul liek paredi kikmat,e

Ek man hi wichon kitna basal bun-
dle

Aj kal thon (nalon) bahut thand,

e

Je tiihanu vel nehinta apne gumash-
tenu goal dena

Aj bazar wich hundida ki bha,e

Hum!} mathi
Dundi chaddi,e

K«i sathtan nehin lagi

'1'usi odaretan nehin

The Sikh salutation.

What is your name ?

Where are you going?
Ditto, ditto, ditto, to an inferior.

What is the name of this village?

You have caught a cold.

Flow far is that village ?

What is your age ?

Do you know my brother?
What will you take for this?

How many wives have you ?

What do you feed horses on ?

What is your horses’ food ?

Why are you angry with me?
Is your father alive ?

No, these three years since he died.

Have you ever been to Turkistan ?

How many meals do you make a day?

What do you eat?
It seems as if it would rain to-day.

How do you know ?

I have an instrument containing

quicksilver.

What is the produce of a maund of

seed ?

To-day is much colder than yester-

day.

If you have not leisure send your
agent.

What is the exchange of a bill to-

day in the bazar ?

The rate has fallen.

The rate has risen.

You are not hurt are you ?

You are not uncomfortable are you r
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Tusi odama nehin jedi gal mango
sohi hazar,e eh tuhadaapna gbar,e

dusra nehin janna

Asi apne kam kaj wich rudde renne-

yan ne tan dam dam wich tuhade
kul ponchiye

Is hauzte tuhada ki March aya,e

Hazar ek rupaya laga howega asade

sabkar nu pakki Miabe,e uskolon
puclike das dewange je tuhanu
bahut lod e tan

Don’t make yourself uneasy, what-
ever you want shall be forthcom-

ing
;

this is your own house and
not a strange one.

I am busy about my own affairs or

I would be with you every mo-
ment.

What have you spent on this cistern ?

It might have cost me a thousand

rupees or so, but my steward
knows the exact sum and will tell

you if you particularly require

and will ask him.

Dialogues.

Illustrative of the private character of the Ruler of Lahore.

Maharaj ji, Kabul da ikbar ayi e

Hajar karo
Maharaj ji hajar e

Fakir huranu bulao

Fakir ji hajar ho,o

Sardar Dost Mamada,e ya kisse hor
da,e

Maharaj ji, Sardar Sahabda,e
Hacha pado ki likhya e

A'pdi urnur daraz hove vih bhaf
dalide do ghode ek talwar hazur

mu allade waste hazar en hazur
kabul farmaun

Nikka Mishar hazar hove
Maharaj ji ershad

Mishar ji, tusi Beliram horan kol

jao ek hathi hauda chandi da ek
banduk Sindhy, Gujrathi talwar

das jode dushalyande rang birangi

hache mahin howan Dost Maniad
waste bhej do fakir ji tusi hi likho

teda sadda rah hek cliahi da agge
isthon hoi bandobast pakka ban
jisvvich tiin sauklia rahen, nehin
tan Sarkar Dassera karke chadan
wall, e na kahin jo mainu Mabr
nehin kiti ne

Jo Hazurne ershad farmaen likhe
gai en

Wakil nal tor deo
Raja saheb horanu bulao
Maharaj ji, hajar an
Raja ji, panj ardaliapne bhej deo ate

ja ba ja likh bhejo jo ek saheb
Attock wale rahon awnden sau sail

rupeya majal ba majal, ata will

News from Cabul has arrived your
highness.

Bring the mSh in.

He is here your highness.

Call the faqueer.

Will you please to come in faqueer?

Is the letter from Sardar Dost Mu-
hammad, or from any one else ?

It is from the Sardar your highness.

Well read what is in it.

May your age be great : twenty loads

of fruit, two horses and a sword,

are here for your supreme high-

ness ;
will your highness deign to

accept them ?

Here, Nikka Mishar.

Your highness, what orders ?

Mishar, do you go to Beliram and

send for Dost Muhammad an ele-

phant with a silver houda, a Sin-

dhian matchlock, a Guzerati sword,

ten pairs of shawls; let them be

fine and of different colors: and,

faqueer, do you write and say his

and my road is one, and that he
must make some good arrange-

ment, by which he may live com-
fortable

;
or else the Sarkar in-

tends to march on him after the

Dussera ;
and tell him not to say

he was not forewarned.

What your highness ordered, is writ-

ten.

Send it by the Vakil.

Call the Rajah ? (Dhyan Singh).

I am here your highness.

Raja, send five of your own orderlies

and write to every place that a

gentleman is coming by the At-

tock road ; give him one hundred
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man, do man chanwl, man gln,o

panjah kukud, das ghade dudhde
hoi- dahin kesan pawanu, panj son

andda manjian, lnkhriyan, bhande
mittide hor jo lod howe ne sab

khatar karni chauki paihra majal

ba majal da rakhna jimma tuha-

da e

Maharaj ji, sat bachan
Mishar ji, Fattu Bhayyenu gbal de,o

Jamadar sab horanu hula lyawe
Jamadar ji, jis tarah raje sabnu er-

shad hoya,e tusi bi apni rnuluk

wich likh bhejo jo saheb kisi gale

khafa na howan
;

marijil banianjil

di rasid sabandi hajar hove
Miyan Ilai Baksh Kumidan ta

Myan Sultan Mahmud, te Mirja
Mandar Aly, nyahran nyahran
kart us jinsi tophande ta ikki ikki

ghodnalande peher din rende jo

saheb da/rAal lio'vanje hukm,e

Mishar, Sukhrajnii hnkm de gbalo
do kampaniyan Jahangir de mak.
bare lains rehan ate pa rikab
sahande hajar rehan

Jedi Sing, anwali Paltan e tansali

de bar lains rehe jis wele saheb
daAAal howan addall wich ave

Mishar ji, Kutbenii hukni deo jo

biviyanu bu la leave panjah panjah
rupeva toshe/c/iane wichon le de,o
eh hukm de de,o jo bail tan ke
awan

Mishar ji, Khnir Aly Khkn Gubar-
chy 11Q panch sau rupeya lekhwa
deo aten eh hukm deo jo ghari
ratthon agge agge dip mala saman
wich hajar hove

Satar B%/iwan hajar hove
Maharaj ji hukm
Kal Shald ba^A wich pehr diuthon
agge agge maifal saban waste
hazar hove

Mishar ji, Mishar Beliramnii akho,
hek kantha mot yanda jodi kady-
andi hirivandi jadav dushala bhara
hek than kinkhabda panch sau
rupeya sabanda. Khismatqaran
waste hek hek khes ucha hor jede
sabande admi onha waste wade
wele kul shala bagh wich hazar
howan

rupees at every stage, flour twen-
ty maunds, two maundsof rice, a
maund of ghee, fifty fowls, ten
pots of milk and curds to wash
his hair, five hundred eggs, cots,

firewood, earthen pots, and what-
ever he may want

;
let him have a

guard at every stage. This is

your trust.

Truly spoken your highness.

Mishar, send Fattu Bhayya to call

Jemadar Kushal Singh.

Jemadar, do you also as I have or-

dered the rajah and write to your
district that the gentleman may
not be uncomfortable, and get al-

so his receipts at each stage.

Tell Miyan Ilai Baksh Kuniedan,
Myan Sultan Mahmud, and Mir-
za Mandar Aly (to fire) eleven
rounds from the garrison guns,
and twenty-one from the field

pieces a pahar before sunset when
the gentleman arrives.

Mishar, send to Sukhraj and tell him
to keep two companies in readi-

ness at Jehangir’s tomb as the
gentleman’s escort.

Let the Singh regiment he in readi-

ness outside the Tanksali gate to

accompany the gentleman as an
escort.

Mishar, tell Kutba to call the ladies

(dancers), give them fifty rupees

each out of the treasury, and order

them to come dressed out.

Mishar, let ITAair Aly Khkn Gubar-
chv receive five hundred rupees,

and tell him to have lamps ready
in the Saman bastion a gluri be-

fore night.

Let Satar gardener he called.

What order your highness ?

To-morrow before nine o’clock, let

an entertainment be prepared for

the gentleman in the Shala gar-

den
Mishar, tell Mishar Beliram to have

to-morrow morning ready at the

Shala garden, a pearl necklace, a

pair of £old bracelets set with

diamonds, an expensive pair of

shawls, a piece of khinkab, five

hundred rupees for the gentle-

man’s servants, and a valuable

khes each for his other men.
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Nika Diwan, call Munshi Sarab-

dhyal.

Write an order to Rajs! Sueliet

S'ngh with one thousand cavalry

and two thousand infantry to

march from Peshawar and settle

Bannu, and write an order also to

Futteh Singh Man to put himself

under the Raja’s orders and not

to disobey any of his commands.
Write an order to Diwan Dannu

that the Sarkar has given him the

country of Guzerat, order him to

accept it, and to give five thou-
sand rupees nazarana for it; at

the time of presenting which he
will receive a khilat.

Your highness, the Diwan refuses to

accept it.

Just like the rascal, he does not
accept it on account of the naza-

rana
;
take off two thousand and

he will obey.

Your highness, the Diwan has agreed.

Do you see Jamadar, the play of the

rascal ? two thousand rupees have
been remitted, why has he accept-

ed it now ?

The Maharaja ill with a pain in his knee.
Maharaj ji, hek wada Your highness, there is a great Sayad

who cured a had leg of mine by
the touch of his hand.

Mishar, bring that Sayad ; ask
Ruldii Farash where he lives, get

ready an elephant and bring him
on it with respect.

The Sayad arrives.

Bha,i tenu sukh hove Brother, may you be well and carry

on your government ;
may you

continue to bluster in the world.

Mishar, bring five bags of a hundred
rupees each.

Your highness will, I hope, give me
a sight of yourself to-morrow.

Your highness, there is a holy man
who has one of Guru Nanak’s
shoes.

What, has he preserved it since that

time; bring here that Sadh and
take my own kha.sk, Mishar, for

him to come in.

The Sadh arrives, unfolds the shoe from a hundred wrappers. The
Maharaja salutes it and applies it to his eyes, head and breast.

( The Maharaja). Mishar ji, hazar Mishar ji, order a perpetual grant
rupeya da pind dharmarth Wazir- to be written of a thousand-rupee
abad de talake wichon likhwa de,o village in the province of Wazir-

Nika Diwan ji, Munshi Sarabdhyal
hajar ka.ro

Parwana lekho Raje Sachet Singh
haranu, hazar swar do hazar pya-
da Peshawaron kitch karlce Bannu-
da bandbast karan, hek Panwana
Futteh Singh Man lioranu lekho
Raja Salnli Kaman manni tasan

hor inhande hukm wichon adul

nehin karna
Ershad likho Diwan Dannunii, Gu-

zerat da muluk Sarkar dendi,e

Kabul kar lai rupeya panj hazar
nazarana sarkarda leave jis wele
lyave us wele khilat pehan, ja,e

Maharaj ji, Diwan hori kabuT nehin
karde

Aiwen hhadu.a e nazarana waste
kabul nehin karda do hazar chad
deo ape man lega

Maharaj ji, Diwan horane man liya e

Dittha Jamadar ji, bhadvveda tama-
sha do hazar rupeya chadya tan

kinkar man liyas

(A Furash).
Sayad e iriedi tang du/f/<di si hath
lavnde in kh>\ir ho gai,i

( The Maharaj). Mishar ji, oh Say-
adnu lea Ruldii Farash thon jaga
puchh leni hath) kaswa le,o wich
chadakar leavna adab nal

CSayad).
padshai peya kar gajda raho

(Mahdrdjd). Mishar ji, panch pot-
lyan sail sau diyan leao

C To the SayadJ

.

Maharaj ji, kal bi

darshan devna
(Another Farash). Maharaj ji, hek
sadh aya Guru Nanak sabdi jutlii

hai on hakul
(The Mahdrdjd). Uswaktdi rakhi

huis hajar karo onha Sadhanu
Mishar ji, asada kftasahe jao udde-
wich ona sabanu chadakar le ao
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aten juthi sabanu toshaAMne wich

rakhwa de.o

(Another Servant). Maharaj ji, hek
wada pandit Kashi on aya wada
padya hua ounapas hek ling- e

Madewjida o farmaunden paven
jeha dukh dard Sarkarnu hove
lavnde nale sukh hojave. Tad
jano jo ling sacha,e

( The Maharaja). Mishar ji, hathi

hasvva lo chandide haudewala pan-
dit onaru wich bahake sitabe hajar

karo
( The Servant). Maharaj ji, pandit

hori wada snlcht mizaj haiii awan
ki mehin awan

( The Maharaja.) Jis tara jano
unban u leao hek panch sau rupeya
hi le jao toshe/cAane wichon

(Servant). Maharaj ji, sat bachan

abad and put the reverend shoe
in the treasury.

Your highness, thereisa greatpandit
arrived from Benares deeply read,

and has a lingual of Mahadeo with
him

; lie says whatever pain the
Sarkar may have will be cured by
applying it. It must therefore
he a real one.

Mishar, saddle an elephant with a
silver houda and bring the pandit

in it quickly.

Your highness, the pandit is a man
of a queer temper ; he will not
thus he brought.

Brings him by all means, and take
with you five hundred rupees from
the treasury.

Very well, your highness.

The pandit arrives, takes out the stone, the Maharaja rises and rubs it

over his body.

CMaharaj). Mishar ji, hek hazar
rupeya hor leakar matha teko
pandit horanh das rupeya roz
lawa deo

(PanditJ. Hamanu kuch nehin
bakar Mahadevji ka liukm hai jab
ek Raja hachha hovega to vahan
se uthana isse hukm muafik ham
kaxhi se ture hain

Tusi tin char roz darbar maukilf
karo

Mishar, bring 1,000 rupees more and
put it at his feet, and give the

pandit an allowance of 10 rupees

a day.

I don’t want any of it; I haveMaha-
dev’s orders to return when you
are well, and I have brought this

order with me from Benares.

Don’t hold your court for two or

three days.

After some days, the Maharaj hears that the holy pandit has fallen in

love with a dancing girl, and is accordingly an imposter ; his only remark is,

Sadh log en unko eh bat ban avti e These are holy men, they can do

these things if they like.

Specimen of Punjabi verse.

Simin hadan yarafshin chehra lab
sur/f/ii mi si anare phul hazare je
uu galzare

Aten mirg akhinti mirg hairani
vekh A/iuni main turnhare maran
hyanv sihare

Mar bimar bazar pae ten zulf kun.
dul wal mare wal wal sade ino,e
wichare

Par bhuj bhuj de,an Kalandar ashik
maran mare karan kakare baith
kinare

Silver body, bespangled (freckled)

face, red’ lips like the pomegra-

nate, or poppy, or rather like a

bed of flowers.

And lascivious eyes shaming the

deers
;
behold those blood-shot orbs,

murderous stealers of the heart.

Thousands have fallen sick and died;

thy locks are ringlets in which

you catch and burn us, and we die

hopeless.

But Kalandar, as he burns with love,

sings, sighing, and bewailing in

retirement.

2nd.
Chalc nir akhinti behadd jadh yar Tears without measure started from

vida kar chute mine eyes, when my lover started

at our separation.
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Jhale log: nasihat dende koun sang

wicho dediJWe
Bhale aid jehe clihad jande jithe

islik marenda bhale

Palle akl na raid Kalandar jan islik

ave ith palle.

Chasm banduM ten surma ranjak

tode zulf paMa,e

Goli Mai disse mukh uppav jan oh

shest kara,e

Oh mare dilnu mul na kusse jan oh

kas chalae

Par Kalandar matlab tayyen pae

jahan apna ap koha,e

Dukhandi main piinchi pai mere
pair sughlan nal tarode

Ahin nal pai-otyan hanjun vekh
ishkede zore

Har singar kita sal) ghnm da jadh

main thon yav wichode kulc Ka-
landar rab iladhe agge mat pavvan

hotana mode

Jhalke nakin tab ishkda main kahil

kit) jhalke

Chalice bir hun de munh ai huna

jawan kith wal chalke

Ralke dukhan sulan kuthi sukh gae

asathon ralke

Kalke jamme liaran majaMan pai

jan Kalandar kalke

Bearish people reprehend me, but
who can bear the spear of absence ?

Stundard wits are lost where love

plants his standard.

Kalandar possesses no wisdom when
love possesses him.

Eye for gun, antimony for priming
and ringlets for a match which is

lighted.

That mole appearing on thy check
is a bullet when you present it to

the mark.
She is aiming at my heart but can-

not strike it though she loads

and fires.

But know, Kalandar, you will then
gain your ends when you strike

yourself.

I have arrived at the summit of

pain ; my feet have anclets of

thorns.

By sighs my tears have been forced
out, behold theforce of love !

I decked myself in mourning weeds
when my love parted from me

!

entreat Kalandar before all-pow-

erful God that your “hot*” may
return.

The fire of love does not kindle, I

am kindled after long patience.

1 threw myself into the fire, now
how shall I get through.

Thorns and grief have left me pros-
trate, and pleasure has quite left

me.
The child of yesterday is roasting

me. The soul of Kalandar is

roasting.

A Vocabulary of the Baraky Language.

Introduction.

The Barakis are included in the general term of Parsiwan, or Tajakf

;

they are original inhabitants of Yemen whence they were brought by

Sulta'n Mahmu'd of Ghazni

;

they accompanied him in his invasion

of India, and were pre-eminently instrumental in the abstraction of

the gates of the temple of Somnath. There are two divisions of the

tribe. The Barakis of Rajan in the province of Lohgad, who speak

* Proper name.

-f The popular derivation of the word Tajak is that the ancestors of that tribe

were the keepers of the Tkj (crown) of the Arabian prophet, Taj besides meaning a

kingly crowm is applied to the distinguishing cap of a Muhammadan fakir (hermit).

4 Y
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Persian, and the Barakis of Barak, a city near the former, who speak

the language called Baraki; Sultan Mahmu'd, pleased with their

services in India, was determined to recompense them by giving them

in perpetual grant any part of the country they chose ; they fixed upon

the district of Kaiilguram in the country of the Wazirls where they

settled. There are 2000 families of the Rajan Barakis under Rasu'l
Khan who receives 2000 rupees a year from Dost Muhammad
Khan. The contingents of both these chiefs, amount to 50 horsemen

who are enrolled in the Ghuldm Khana division of the Cabul army.

There are also 2000 families of Barakis at Kdn'tffuram under Shah
Malak who are independent. The Barakis of this place and of

Barak alone speak the Baraki language.

We receive a warning from the study of this Vocabulary, not to be

hasty in referring the origin of a people merely from the construction

of their language ; for it is well known that the one now instanced was

invented by Mir Yu'zu'f who led the first Barakis from Yemen into

Afghanistan : his design was to conceal and separate his few follow-

ers from the mass of Afghans (called by them Kash) who would no

doubt at first look upon the Barakis with jealousy as intruders. The

muleteers of Cabul, being led by their profession to traverse wild

countries and unsafe roads, have also invented a vocabulary of pass-

words.

Vocabulary*

.

Rosh, day Kaftar, pigeon March, pepper
Ghn, night Kouk, Greek partridge Run. clarified butter
Kalanak, boy Oogh, camel Maska, butter

Padai, father A'/iirs, bear Wolkh, egg
Zarigag, girl Shadi, monkey Pikakli, milk
Maw, mother Bakri, goat G/iip, curds

Khwar, sister Nargoi, bull Topi, butter-milk

Marza, brother Madgoi, cow Khat, bedstead
Wokh, water Galium, wheat Lyaf, coverlid

Aron, fire Rizza, rice A 'bin, iron

Ti/c/ian, bread Pyaz, onion Kalai, tin

Kthkr, city Tambaku, tobacco Surb, lead

Gram, village Shal^/iam, turnip Mis, copper

Ner, house Karam, cabbage Brinj, brass

DarafrAt, tree Turab, radish Tilla. gold

Buta, shrub Kajar, carrot <Nukhra, silver

Yasp, horse Anar, pomegranate Gap, stone

Gun, wood Gulab, rose Balk, leaf

Yasp, mare Nimek, salt Pusht, back
A,u, d*er Tel, oil Sina, breast

Khar, ass Sbakar, sugar Nas, stomach
Khatir, mule Khand, refined sugar Lal>, lip

Kurra, foal Gud, molasses Gishy, tooth

Kirji, fowl Nabat, sugar-candy MaM, cheek

* sh represents if, in distinction from sh which stands for yj.
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Neni, nose

Tsimi, eve
Sar, head
Goi, ear

Partuk, trousers

-fiTAwash, sweet
Turush, sour
Tegh, bitter

Shor, salt

Tokha, hot
Tsaka, cold

Narm, soft

Kilakha, hard
Pahega, high
Zariya, low
Kemat, dear
Arzan, cheap
J) iri, hair

Wadai, wool
Pamba, cotton

WrosAt, bread
Brut, mustaclioes

Mali, husband
Nak, wife

Daru, gunpowder
Ghwash, grass

Speg, barley

Ispeuq, white

SugAa, red
GAarasa, black

Nil, blue

Zed, yellow

Shin, green
Mahi, fish

1 she

2 do
3 ghe
4 tsar

5 penz

6 ksha
7 wo
8 ansAt

9 noh
10 das

Auwal, first

Duyam, second

Seyam, third

Charam, fourth

Razai, come
Tso, go
Rawarra, bring

Aglona, take away

4 y 2

Gaka, meat
Toavi, sun
MarwoM, moon
Stura, star

Mashrik, east

Ma^Arib, west
Shammal, north
Junub, south
Bad, wind
Pare

(

7A, light

TariAA, darkness
Angur, grapes
Pukuk, ripe

Nakpukuk, raw
Sha&A, horn
Sumb, hoof
Palla, divided hoof
Kaush, shoes
Kor, blind

Gung, dumb
Karr, deaf
Rast, straight

Kaj, crooked
Stud, tired

Dimv, pain
Ka^/iaz, paper
Mushwani, inkstand
Kalam, pen
Chha, well

Rah, road
Nam, name
Zin, saddle

Giri, mountain
STAisht, brick

Baba, grandfather
Nawasai, grandson
iTAashna, sister-in-law

Pabega, above
Podzema, below
Wavera, in

Pane^rAt, out
Inda, here
Yuwal, there

M nick, before

Papets, after

Razai, quick
Karar, slow
Subuk, light

Wazmin, heavy
JfArab, bad
Shirra, good
Narrai. thin

GAota, fat

Sturra, large

Zari, little

Shon, to-day

Sar, to-morrow
Parin, yesterday
Kan, when
Peri, now
Bas, enough
Slier, yes
Na, no
Key, why
Zut, much
Du/fA, little

Tar, and

Numbers, Cardinal and Ordinal.

11 shandas 30 shist

12 duas 40 tsasAt

13 shes 50 panzast

14 tsares 60 AAoshty

15 panzes 70 hawai

16 sAales 80 liasAtai

17 haves 90 nuvi

18 asAtes 100 sad

19 nes 1000 hazar

20 jist

Panjam, fifth

Shasham, sixth

Haftam, seventh

Hashtum, eighth

Verbs.

Gon, place

U'ra, take up
Neh, sit

Hust, rise

Nauwam, ninth

Dasum, tenth

Khuron, eat

Shew, give

Nassa, take

Dzana, beat
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Sentences.

Az sipai yum
Tu gudaptso
DreAAv oghok
Tostar match marza ye

Azr tu dagad pitsen

'J ar tuna rupe da a

Tar tu muuajib tsuna

Nimaz digar shuk
Ta tsun umvron
Tsun kalan daron
P.aran rasak

Tar bo-kshar tsum petsa

Tsun buma daron
Yaspaki tsa sAai

Pa tsuna shai ka
Tafur dadai guda
She chan busak ka muluk
Yaspdi to sarrang argho sAtakai

Pera tsa kun
Ta shujal Mulki jangine tarmakh
marza zaAAmi shuk

Kurra kariner bhusA tsara na kun

Rahiner kuman gh al luchh da kum
Ta leash A/talk zud AAuranakai

Kurra graminer tsun AAarwar ga-

num a ida

Tar maAAanas bademl
Te Herat rahiner baladon

MaM aniarokh ka Kantian zud za-

lirn a

Tsar penz sadaiki she vaspashok

Kurra liauzjar tar tos tsun March
shuka

Indiidi batsen sauda aglon

Tarra titan kemat ha tsun sa

Tarra than kemat tar niaAAa nazari-

ner padas tttnian

Kurra mulkaner khimkab kewun
gran a

Tar tosi Giriner hinj paida sa

Ha shai ba patsa kar raza

Stiou Mulla hera she jae tol shka

Zar tos zabananer badala daha ki

nagadaha
Nitlt Ivok ka ba badala ghok pa Parsi

bit^/tok

Ta kusli i menziner tsen zai sham-
shiri a

P Kashiner Popttlzai slier shams,
hiri a

I am a soldier.

Where are you going?
He spoke false.

You are my brother.

We will go together.

Have you a rupee with you?
What is your pay ?

It is the time of afternoon prayer3.

What is your age ?

How many children have you?
The rain has come.
How far is your town ?

How much ground have you ?

What do you give your horse ?

What is his price ?

Where is your father?

It is a year since he died.

How did you fall from the horse ?

What shall I do now.
My brother was wounded in the

battle of Shujawal Mulk.
Why don’t you take care (what you

do) in this affair?

A robber stripped me on the road.

The Afghan is a starving nation.

What quantity of wheat is produced
in that village ?

I have a pain in my stomach.

Do you know the road to Herat ?

I hear that Kamran is a great
tyrant.

He gave four or five men for a sin-

gle horse.

What expense have you incurred on
that tank ?

What merchandise do you take
from here ?

What may be the price of this piece ?

The price of this piece in my opi-

nion is 10 tomans.
Why is khimkab so dear in this

country ?

Is asafeetida produced in your
mountains ?

What is the use of this thing?

The Mullas have all assembled in

one place to-day.

Are verses written in your language
or not ?

No ;
any one who rehearses verses,

rehearses them in Persian.

What tribe of Ka li ( Afghans) are

the best swordsmen ?

Among these Afghans the Popal-

zais are the best swordsmen.
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Slier malta#fta pa tamam Candahar
ki sher maltajftnagda

Tsun rosh bad kafila raza

Tarmakh utarak ta cliarsukh kara-

wansarainer shuk me bayad she

war kama/left tamaner razai

This is a good gun such as is not
procurable in all Candahar.

In how many days will the caravan
arrive ?

I have put up in the caravansera of

the cliarsukh (four bazars)
;
you

must come and see me some day.

A Vocabulary of the Pashai Language.

Introduction.

The language is spoken by the people called Pashais who inhabit the

districts of Mandal, Chitelct, Parend, Kund'i, Seva and Kulmdn.

Vocabulary.

Dawas, day
Vyal, night

A'st, hand
Balakul, boy
Lavni, girl

Panjai, man
Zaif, woman

1 I'

2 do
3 te

4 char

5 panj

Gul, river

So,ata, he-goat
Baratik, ewe
Lawga, pain
Dar, wood
Daru, powder
Phajadik, she-goat
Barata, ram
Gal, abuse
Wagan, wind
Parontik, bullet

Mo, wine
Chan, vinegar
Gom, wheat
Lon, salt

Ga, cow
Ghas, grass

Panj, husband
Waya, daughter
Chummar, iron

Shlekzarra, silver

Anch, eye
Khkd, ear

Dan, tooth

Dadi, beard
Chagam, chin

Manda, neck
Makadik, monkey

Tati, father

Ai, mother
Laya, brother
Saya, sister

Wark, water
Angar, fire

Au, bread

6 she 11 jae

7 sat 12 duae
8 asAt 13 tloe

9 no 14 chadde
10 de 15 panjo

Pa, foot

Nawad, back
Kuch, belly

Goreoha, embrace
Sir, head
•fiTAwagam, near
Shlek, white
Sunek, red
Kacha, blue

Khat, bedstead

Nuni, butter

Ave, flour

Golang, drove of bul-

locks

Ada, bull

Zaib, wife

Pultem, son
Selt, knife

Sonezarra, gold

Wad, stone

Nast, nose

Diir, lip

Jib, tongue
Brut, mustachoes
Kalavi, cheek.
Ling, leg

JesAta, ruler

Ang, arm

Lam, fort

Goshin, house
Kadi, tree

Ghoda, horse

Ghodi, mare
Bai,i, good
Batar, bad

1 6 tf/iod.

1 7 sattii

18 asAtu

19 nau
20 vist

Sin a, breast

Chuchadik, paps

Kachi, armpit
Diir, face

Duda, far

Samek, black

Pela, yellow
Alina, green
Chal, hair

Chonta, small

Bakuta, fat

Chila, cloth

Sutan, trousers
iSYrunim, dog
U'ndarilc, cat

Pe, flesh

Kharti, female ass

Dashna, right

Suraldash, sunrise

Taj, star

Sang, earth

Wagh, rain

Sidal, ice

Rast, true

Bo, much
Sila, mud
Abali, cloud

.Ourra, hoof
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Liinta, bow
Pachh, cotton
Yul, wool
Sai, tiling

Tish, bitter

Sadal, cold

Gand, large

Lagar, thin

Perana, coat

Kimanik, cloak
Sbuwatik, bitch

Machh, fish

Khavtk, ass

Lawich, jackal

Chappa, left

Nirgirch, sunset
Mae, moon
'Pal, heavens
I'm, snow
Asal, hail

Lad, false

Kam, little

Lau lau jhala

Tena nami kussi
Kina pagi

Tu chiide ai

Sabak mare
A'u pachale
Wary acha
Li/r/ian kega
Ema sardar kyas

Po, dust

Bhojil, earthquake
Kan, arrow
Khib, scabbard
Suchak, needle
Kumar, deep
Lasarra sweet
Garm, hot
Pinja, flower

Dashik, grapes
AaAadi, apricot

Manai, apple
Oba, upon
Ebat, now
Pachaleva, cooked
Shing, horn

Minai, come
Nepa, sit

A'ya, eat

Amlaja, run
Virambu, walnut
Baho, quince
Amirik, pomegranate
Akhud, below
Pachada, after

Khkm, raw
Tada, deer
Saro, mule
Avta, hunger
Ko^Aada, shoes
Bolla, deaf
-K’hota, lame— rj ^

Ledhi, female deer (roe) Chaya, well
Kadaga, language tYitai, go
Tena, thirst Ura, stand
Anda, blind Pe, drink
Gonga, dumb
Beda, mad

Go slowly.

^V7hat is your name ?

Where are you going ?

Where is your residence ?
Learn your lesson?
Cook bread.

Bring water.

Write.
Who is your ruler ?

Note. The above vocabularies seem to have been all thrown out of arrange-

ment in the copying, but we have not time to attempt their rearrangement.—

E

d.

VII .—Note on a species of Arctonix from Arracan. By Dr. G.

Evans, Curator As. Soc. Museum.

The singular and rare little animal presented this evening by Captain

Paterson of H. C. brig Krishna, I have reason to believe is the

Bali Sonar or sand hog of the Hindus, the type of a new genus of

Mammalia to which M. F. Cuvier has assigned the name of Arctonix.

The description given of A. Collaris by M. M. Geoffroy, Saint

Hilaire and F. Cuvier, Livraison 51 erne Histoire Naturelle des

Mammiferes will most probably apply to this our living specimen. It

is as follows. “ In habit this animal may be compared to a bear

furnished with the snout, eyes and tail of a hog. Of its dentary system

nothing is known, except that it possesses six small incisors of equal

length, and its canine teeth are long, and that these are immediately

succeeded by flat molar teeth which appear to be larger as they are

more advanced in the mouth. Its movement is plantigrade, and its
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five toes, united by a narrow membrane throughout their whole extent,

are armed with powerful claws an inch in length.

“ The hairs are rough, thickly set, and long upon the body, while

those of the head are short and depressed. The snout which is flesh-

colored, has only a few bristles on its sides ; and the belly is almost

naked. The ears are short, covered with short hairs, and bordered

with white. The hair, which is yellowish white with its apex black,

gives to the fur a slightly blackish cast, which varies in an undulated

manner when the animal moves. The throat is yellow and the sides of

the head are marked with tw'O black bands, which unite toward? the

snout. The lower band which is very narrow, borders the upper lip ;

the other which is much broader covers the eye, embraces the ear,

descends on the sides of the neck, and unites itself at the bottom

of the shoulder with the black that covers entirely the anterior

members : hence the paid in front bounded by these black bands al-

though nearly resembling in color the remainder of the body, seems to

form a distinct portion of the fur. The hinder members are black like

the anterior ones, and the hair which covers them is very rough. The

yellowish white predominates towards the posterior part of the back,

and the tail is furnished with large rough scattered bristles.”

This description was founded entirely on the notes of the late M.
Duvaucel, who sent from India the drawing employed by M. F.

Covier. Mention is made that no specimen had then reached France,

but that there w'as one in the museum of the East India Company, and

that another, apparently a distinct species, is in the collection of the

Linnean Society :—it continues :

‘ From the number and form of the toes and the disposition of the

teeth the genus Arctonix evidently belongs to the carnivora, to the

extreme of which and in close connection wdth the bears, it is referred

by its plantigrade motion, its strong and curved claws, and its little

inclination for flesh. Like the bears moreover, when much irritated it

supports itself on its hind feet, and exhibits in its arms and claws

weapons equally to be dreaded with its teeth
;
in its flat and tubercular

molar tooth, its preference for vegetables and fruits, and its snout

apparently destined for digging, it deviates considerably from the bears,

and may therefore be perhaps regarded as the extreme of the carnivora,

forming the connecting link in the series of affinities between these and

the omnivorous pachydermata ; which M. F. Cuvier remarks are

separated from the elephants and horses, by such numerous and im-

portant characters as almost to tempt us to consider them as forming a

distinct order, more closely allied to the carnivora than they are gene-

rally assumed to be by systematic writers.
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Should the above detail of specific characters not exactly accord

with those of the specimen now exhibited, it may be owing to its being

a young animal in which the adult characters have not yet become

sufficiently developed.

On looking over a file of unpublished papers transferred to the Phy-

sical Committee on its first formation I have found a manuscript

description dated February 1821, of two animals in the menagerie

at Burrackpoor, by the late M. Duvaucel, the first of which is

evidently the animal above described by Dr. Evans. Mr. Kittoe

has also discovered a drawing of the same animal in one of our port-

folios, whence I have had the accompanying lithograph executed. It is

called Ursus by Duvaucel.—J. P.

Notice, sur deux animaux du genre Ursus (Lin.) vivans d la

menagerie de Barrackpoor, 1821.

La menagerie de Barrackpoor s’est enrichie nouvellement de deux

mammiferes qui me paraissent n’avoir par encore ete decrits, et qui sont

d'autant plus interessans que l’un prdsente dans la disposition de ses

dents une anomalie caracteristique, et l’autre, un caractere impor-

tant qu’on n’a reconnue jusqu’ici que dans des animaux originates

d’Am^rique.

Le plus grand des deux porte a chaque machoire deux longues

canines et six incisives. Les incisives superieures sont une fois aussi

longues que les inferieures et, parmi celles-ei, les deux moyennes

se trouvent notablement plus avancees que les autres.

Les molaires, au nombre de cinq en haut et six en bas, paraissent

avoir une forme et une disposition seinblables a celles de 1’ Ursus gulo,

(Lin).

Sa hauteur est d’environ 1 9 pouces : il a le port des ours, avec le

museau, les yeux, et la queue, des cochons. Ses oreilles sont courtes

et toutes velues ; ses pieds indiquent une marche plantigrade et ses cinq

doigts, unis dams toute leur longueur, sont armes d’ongles vigoureux,

surtout aux pieds de devant ofi ils ont plus d'un pouce de longueur.

Le poil du corps, rude, long et tres fourri augmente considerablement

son volume. Celui de la tete est court et serre. Le museau, couleur

de chair, est seulement garni de quelques soies sur les cotes, et le

ventre est presque nu.

Ce poil, d’un blanc jaunatre, avec le bout noir, donne au pelage entier

un reflet noiratre qui varie quand l’animal se meut. La gorge est

jaune
;

et, sur les cot(§s de la tete, sont deux bandes noires qui
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s’unissent vers le musean. L’inferieure tres dtroite horde la lbvre

superieure ; l’autre beaucoup plus large couvre l’oeil et va se perdre

derrihre 1’oreille largement bordee de blanc.

Le poil qui couvre les membres est d’un noir pur et d’une nature

plus rude que celui des autres parties ; le blanc domine vers la partie

posterieure du dos ; et la queue, longue d’envivon 9 pouces, est garnie

de longues soies blanches semblables a celles des cochons ordinaires.

La conformation exterieure de cet animal ne laisse aucun doute sur

le genre auquel il appartient ; mais ses dents auraient besoin d’etre

soumises a un examen plus severe que le mien pour fixer sa veritable

place dans les subdivisions rigoureuses etablies par l’anatomie.

(Storr. Prodromus methodi Mammalium, 1780).

L’espece avec la quelle il a le plus de ressemblance exterieure est le

glouton du nord, Rossomak des Russes ou ursus gulo de Linnaeus
; et,

si je ne me suis point trompe dans l’inspection de ses machoires, on doit

d’autant mieux reunir ces deux animaux, que celui de Barrackpoor

porte aussi sous la queue, comme V ursus gulo, une sorte de poche

formee par un large pli de la peau interfemorale.

Les moeurs de cet ursus paraissent ne differer en rien de celles de la

plupart des autres du meme genre : il passe une partie du jour dans

une somnolence profonde et prefere l’obscurite a la lumi&re. Sa de-

marche est lourde, lente et penible
;
mais il se dresse avec facilite

sur ses pieds de derriere, se sert avec adresse de ceux de devant, et

trouve dans ses bras et ses ongles des armes non moius dangeureuses

que ses dents

.

Ses dents peu tranehantes necessitent un regime frugivore, et en

effet il prefere les vegetaux a la chair.

Quoique farouche et mechant, l’individu femelle vivant h Barrack-

poor fait croire, par son analogie avec l’ours ordinaire, que son espece

est susceptible d’education et peut-etre serait-elle depuis longtems au

nombre des animaux domestiques, si sa grande ressemblance avec le

cochon, ne la faisait considerer ici comme une esp&ce immonde ?

La longueur et la mobilite de son museau indiquent l’habitude

de fou'ir et ses ongles vigoureux lui servent sans doute a creuser la

terre. Cette hypothhse est d’autant mieux fondde que l’animal, dans les

contrees ou il vit, est connu des natifs sous le nom de cochon de sable

(bali-souar).

4 z
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VIII.— Translation of an Inscription on a Tamba Patrafound in the

Village of Piplidnagar, in the Shujalpur Pergana, and presented

to the Political Agent, Bhopal, by the Jagirddr. By L. Wil-
kinson, Esq. Pol. Agent.

[Ia a letter to the Editor.]

I owe you many apologies for the delay which has transpired in for-

warding to you copies and translations of the three remaining Tamba

patras found at Piplidnagar in 1836. I have now the pleasure to

forward a copy and translation of the oldest dated in Samvat 1235.

It seems to throw some doubt on the course of succession that

appeared to you to have been rendered plain and clear, for eight gene-

rations, by the inscription dated Samvat 1267 before submitted to you.

That inscription states that Jayavarma was succeeded on the gaddi

of Mandap (or Mandu) by his son Vindhya varma, and he by

his son Amushya'yana and he again by Subhasa varma, and this

last raja by his son Arjuna; whilst this states that Harischandra

succeeded raja Jayavarma, and adds moreover in the last verse that

he was the son of Lacshmivarma.

This discrepancy may be reconciled by supposing that raja Haris-

chandra was only a prince of the royal family and as such became

possessed of an appanage and not of the whole kingdom : and the fact

that Nilagiri and not Mandap was his capital seems to confirm this

supposition, supported as it also is by the title of Mahd Kumara or

prince given to him.

I was about to add translations also of the other two inscriptions

:

but finding that they both correspond word for word with that formerly

sent to you in all respects but the dates—(which are later—the one

only by three and the other only by five years—than that of the former

inscription)—and that they both record grants by the same raja Ar-

juna, translations of them would be but an idle repetition. I enclose

however copies of both, which you may place on record, if you can afford

to spare a space for them in your journal.

Sehore, 27th August, 1838.

11 I!

II ||

II ii
"prefer tv ^nh^r fVwff?

crt ii
frivol wi ii \ ii
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sp 5T2TT: || xtfRTRTEm^RTJT

^rfes^raPi^T 5
it * ii

xr^Tivr^R^Tr^i^r^rify^Tsrxr^3^ ^ft^^TfcwxrRRrsrTc?

HWIT^JTTOT^lfTOaTTnr^^^l^T^^^XTKT^^IcTXr?;?!

VTfTH^^^r^T^nfjlTTWXTTH’Sf^^^^iR^ TWci^RT^^cTTlir

W g^T^T^THf^r^nf^lT^r: ^^srwr^^flf^JrcTTT^T^TO^T

* sifxrwrcrc:^

^^KrwxresrfiRfsrer HTfanfsFnrsifV* %tt^t^t wiTraai^r
si N >*

SP ^ffVf^c! -gm ^TlfVp ^RTtf^RTTcfteT tpff=nRfa3i

^T^^^^(^TPri:TqrrfcRT^^f^ MfflR ,@TOt ^WTcT^?hHjffr

(^x f%?RTO^t irfws ^rrt ^rcrronE* wr

^ vRi^ffafcr

srmsiTcRZR f%*rrc ^ftr^ft

*rfT5RT ?EWI ^ ^T^RTRcft I'fl «lW)^*OT3i^p^«pp|

^TcRT Ir^T fxRT ^TR^J II II

trer ^rnir ci rwnn \\

•r^cnutw: *n§i xrexrtr ircirrcwTt ii ^ «

T3R?TR ||
WcTTfxfiraW^ TnSR3nf*Rj^ mUTO^ £ r

ifr^R f^IRHR XlfTTlcTf^^^cRf^cI^^W^S' f^rfecT

4 z 2
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xrcnrcirranr xirnicT^^ciTTf^icTTiT^i
C\

ST*RI!T &"'3[
^

^iff wf^T®

ftf^ferT^^T^TTnH: ^r^^yn^Tflrf^tVf^rwxi^rffcr^g^^^

fw^i^nrlfTTci^ifrTTr^w 1
i

Xf^rr:
I

cHTtT TfWf^Tfa^fl^Tf^IW^nl^rsriJW

^^rq^HT^T3mnr^Tf%^5JII^?TT^TWrf7WV^^T *fW*prirp
©\

^TiT^cT^lt ^i^n^cTrq^'^
N* S> <£

^^TST^TT^^KTiltr^i?^^: TTnrffa^ II ^ II

WffiT ^T5ltVf: u ^ ^ Jf^l -HfaWQ cT^J <T^T
v# C\

V* II \ II

v(ftr gr: irfhwtOt^ vif*T ir^fcT n
C\ 0.

>*

f^cr ^nnnfati ii ^ ii

ii faranfr

Tier ii ^ ii

^=tfi *mw^wf^wRcr: ii *r ^rrrctrnnfsf^Rf

%fr:ir5rreiT ii
e

ii

^^rit t^^rrt ^t m ii fro

*TT 3if*T’ II »i II

m*m || TCTCqpnihft ^r^thct

*M II < II

^W3r*:f^T*nOr tut-
\\ wrafpr^ajenin

?I1^: ||
'Q

II

*n^fT?rTfa TO*rc$^Rifr ^T^nrer^rcifir II Owsg

^if^fcT*nfacufc ^renrora: n
^ u
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^itcTTW WTOr: *TOTO {
II m

** ^ o\ C\

*T%*1 W frgsftn^nt iTT^«ft^T *Rlg: || £_ II

*T#^5TT: trcir^Ctqf^msn 3T XflfflflRTm^T VlfWTRH
d N> C\

xn:
||

if Tn^f^rl TTiT^JT'ff 3 TlRT<f%^7I«r f'JlTMX

it v ii

f¥cEnr^«f!f^?r ^ ^ ^x *rf% trIp
V sj SI

ftw f^iinn:
II \ ||

Tfa II ^WT*T*TfTf

^^WTRfT«T3i*T*T3W*R^T:
||

II

II ’f OTtT^I ||

Translation.

[Glory be unto Sri Ganesa.]

1. Happiness, victory and prosperity. Glory be to Siva, who
wears on his head the crescent moon as the seed whence this world

has sprouted forth.

2. May the tresses of Ka madeva’s enemy (Siva) ever afford to

us happiness and salvation
; as they shine forth in splendour like the

lightning at the grand deluge.

3. The mighty king Maharaja Adhiraja Sri Uddyaditya was

succeeded by the mighty Maharaja Adhiraja Sri Nara varma
Deva, he by Sri Yasovarma Deva, and he again by Sri Jaya-

varma Deva ; by the favor of this last mentioned raja, the learned

and accomplished Prince Sri Harischandra Deva, received

dominion. He hereby from his capital of Nilagiri notifies to the

Government officers, the inhabitants, the Patels, brahmans and others

of the villages of Mamati, and Saivard (or Palasawdra) of the

Maddpadra. pergunna, and be it accordingly known to you, that on the

occasion of the eclipse of the sun which has occurred in the new moon
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of Paushavadya of the Samvat year 1235 of Vikramaditya, he

after bathing in the sacred waters of the holy Narmada , near the

temple of the four-faced Markandesvar, and after duly robing

himself in white garments and making oblations of water to the gods

and to his progenitors, and after offering due worship to the lord and

ruler of all animate and inanimate objects, and after sacrificing to the

sacred fire with the holy wood, kusha grass, sesamum seed, rice, &c,

as prescribed, walking thrice round the sacred cow, and performing

other purificatory ceremonies, has given away in gift 1000 cows.

Seeing moreover that there is no stability in the affairs of this world,

that they are more inconsistent than the water-drop trembling on the

lotus leaf, and that youth and wealth are of uncertain duration, as it

has been well observed, “ the kingdoms of this world are as inconstant

as the clouds agitated by the changeful winds, and all sensual pleasures

last but for the instant of enjoyment
; the life of man is like the rain

drop depending from the point of a tremulous blade of grass; piety

alone will befriend a man in the life to come,”— I, duly reflecting ou

these matters, have, with a view of adding to the merits and glory of

my mother and father and of myself, given to the learned brahman

Dasaratha, son of the learned Sindhu of the Kdtyayana gotra

and of three Pravars, two shares of the registered rents of the

village of Sawara. To the learned brahman Malvinu the son of the

learned Delu of the Parasara gotra , and of three Pravars. I

moreover gave on the full moon of Vaisakha of the above mentioned

Samvat year 1235, the remaining share of the village, adding

to the shares of both customary dues from the bazar below the

Fort of Gunapura

;

the village of Suward thus divided into three

shares and calculated at 40 manis of seed grain as measured by the

kura of the Nilagiri Mandala, together with all the trees grow-

ing therein and a right to all trove treasure that may be found, with

its clear defined boundary, and with all the Baolees, wells, and tanks

in the same, has by this deed been duly granted with ablutions of water.

Therefore let all the inhabitants of this village, the patel and others as

also the cultivators, submitting themselves to the orders of these two

pandits, pay unto them the whole produce of every due, rent, revenue

and money payment.

Let this my religious grant be duly observed and maintained by all

my descendants and also by all other future princes who may inherit

the land, reflecting that the merits of the gift will thus be duly shared

in by them whilst following this course.

1. The earth has been enjoyed in succession by many kings, by raja
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Sagara and others. The reward of religious merit attaching to grants

of land is participated by all maintaining those grants inviolate.

2. He, who receives a grant of land and he who gives the same,

are alike meritorious and are certainly inheritors of the kingdom

of heaven.

3. O, Indra ! A gift of land is held to be complete in all its parts,

when accompanied by a conch shell, a seat of honor, a chhatra , a good

horse and a good carriage. They are the signs of a perfect gift which

is enjoyed when accompanied by these.

4. The fool, who yielding to the instigations of his evil passions,

resumes a grant of land or causes a grant to be resumed, will be bound

in the chains of Varuna, and in a future birth will be born a bird

or quadruped.

5. He who resumes land given either by himself or others will

become a vile worm creeping in ordure for sixty thousand years.

6. He who seizes a single gold coin, or a single cow or even a

finger’s breadth of land, goes assuredly to hell there to abide so long as

this creation shall last.

7. Gifts of cows, of land and of knowledge are called grand gifts
;

these purify to the seventh generation, by the milk, fruit, and informa-

tion they impart.

8. What man of virtue can be found so base as to resume the

grants of former rajas, who acquired thereby as well religious merit,

as their worldly desires and glory. Such resumption is as the return-

ing to a vomit, or the claiming of what has been once offered to a

deity.

9. Ramachandba thus again and again calls upon all future rajas,

“ Bear steadfastly in mind, that the merit of maintaining, is equal to

that of making grants, that it will prove your eternal salvation that

grants should therefore be, from generation to generation and at all

times preserved inviolate.

10. To all princes whether descended from me or from other

kings, who free from all sin, maintain the grants of land made by me,

inviolate, I humbly bow my head, and kiss their lotus feet.

Such are the sacred texts of Rishis rehearsed in order.

Let all men reflecting that prosperity and life are as uncertain as the

trembling waterdrop on the lotus leaf, bear these examples and warn-

ings in mind and forbear to impair the good names of others.

Given under the signature of the Prince Sri Harischandra
Drva (son of the great Sri Lacshmivarma Deva), who befriends

the Paramar (Ponwar) tribe as the sun befriends the lotus.
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IX.—Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.

Wednesday Evening, 5th September, 1838.

The Honorable Sir Edward Ryan, President, in the chair.

Sir Graves C. Haughton, proposed by the Secretary in the Committee
of Papers was, upon their concurrent recommendation, elected an honorary
member of the Society.

Lieut. J. Duncan, HosJiangabad, was proposed as an ordinary member
bv the Secretary, seconded by the President.

Mr. John Blackburn, assistant Editor of the Englishman, proposed by
Mr. Stocqueler, seconded by Babu Prosonocomar Thakur.

Dr. Helper, M. D. was proposed by Mr. J. W. Grant, seconded by the
Secretary.

The Secretary reported that Mr. DeVinne, Financial Secretary, S. B. S.

had paid over Mr. Muir’s donation of 1000 Sicca rupees, Co.’s Rs.

1,066 10 8.

A letter from Major Trover forwarded through the Secretary at the

India house, the gold medal awarded to Mr. Hodgson by the French
Asiatic Society.

Resolved to dispatch it with permission under Government frank to

Nepal.

Library.

The following books were presented :

The Mahawanso, in Roman characters, with a translation, and an Introducto-

ry Essay on Pali Buddhistical Literature, Ceylon, 1837, vol. the 1st —by the Honor-
able George Turnour, Esq. Ceylon Civil Service.

Rise and Progress of British Power in India. By Peter Auber, M. R. A. S.
London, 1837, vol. the 2nd

—

from the Honorable Court of Directors.

Debate in the House of Commons on the motion for ‘ a select Committee to in-

quire into the allegations contained in the petition from Madras and Calcutta on
the subject of Act XI. of 1836.’

—

by ditto.

Illustrations of the History and Practices of the Thugs. London, 1837

—

from ditto.

The George Namah of Mulla Feruz Bin Kawas, chief priest of the Parsi kad-
mis of Bombay; (in Persian), Bombay, 1837, 3 vols.

—

by Mulla Rustam bin Kai-
kobad, nephew of the author and editor of the work.

Rules of the Bombay Geographical Society, instituted April, 1831. Bombay 1836.
The Proceedings of ditto, 1836-7—from the G. Society.

Kittoe’s Illustrations of Indian Architecture, 1st Number

—

presented by the

A uthor.

Astronomical observations at Madras (second copy) from Government through
Gen. Sir W. Casement, Secretary in the Military Department.

Meteorological Register for July—from the Surveyor General.

Oriental Publications.

A letter from the Secretary to the Government of Bengal, dated 15th

August, intimated that the Honorable the Deputy Governor had sanc-

tioned a subscription for 40 copies of volume I. of Mr. Torrens’ translation

of the Alif Leila, at 8 rupees per copy.

With regard to Mr. Hodgson’s Nipal Zoology, the Deputy Governor

of Bengal was of opinion that as the work was to be published in England,

the application for patronage should be addressed to the Honorable Court

of Directors
;
which was accordingly resolved to be done through Sir A.

Johnston, V. P. Roy. Asiatic Society.

The Secretary read the report of the special Committee on the expedi-

ency of publishing the Sarira Vidya, or rather the separate minutes of its

members in support of their former report.

Minute by Detoan Ram Comul Sen.
There are two questions before the Committee, the first is whether the Hooper’s

Anatomist’s Vade Mecum should be printed in the Sanskrit or the vernacular lan-
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guage ? and the second -whether publications of similar works would be more useful

and would contribute more to the instruction of the people in a vernacular tongue
than in the Sanskrit.

With regard to the first my opinion is that the Vade Mecum should be published
in Sanskrit for the following reasons.

1st. The work has already been translated into Sanskrit, and prepared for the
press, paid for by the Education Committee, and 32 pages have already been printed.

2ndly. This is one of the works transferred to the Asiatic Society, which has
engaged to complete it.

3rdly When the Asiatic Society applied for aid from Government to finish the
work, it never had it in contemplation to publish it in the vernacular language.

4thly. The Sankrit is read in several parts of India, where there are many thou-
sand Vaidyas practising in medicine, a considerable portion of whom are versed in

Sanskrit, and who will find the work useful and read it to help themselves in becom-
ing acquainted with the European system of Anatomy.

5thly. Until the natives are put in possession of the means of learning this sys-

tem through the language they are familiar with, it will never be successfully

culivated among them, and it is believed that this work with plates and illustrations

if rendered into Sanskrit will be a preparatory step towards the accomplishment of
that object.

,

6thly. The learned aud scientific class of the people of India has a prejudice

against the vernacular tongue, through the medium of which they canuot be easily

induced to learn a foreign science, however beneficial and instructive it may be.

7thly. Mr. Muir, has made an offer of one thousand rupees for the work, on con-
dition that it should be published in Sanskrit : from this it appears that he must have
ascertained the feeling and opinion of the people for whom the work is intended.

8thly. The work will be useful to the cause of education aud read with success

by the Sanskrit classes in the public Colleges of Calcutta, Benares, Agra and Delhi,

where there are still several hundred young men, studying Sanskrit. To these students
it will be a valuable acquisition, as it will greatly help them in learning the system
of Anatomy.

9thly. Modoosoodon Goopta, who has translated the work appears to be very
anxious that his labor should not be lost to his countrymen. This is I believe the
first medical work that has ever been translated from English into Sanskrit, and if

the wish of the translator is not realized, it will in future deter others from similar

attempts, and at the same time damp the spirits of enterprizing men desirous of
undertaking works of a similar nature.

JOthly. The Missionaries of Serampore published some time ago a complete
system of Anatomy called Vidya Harabuli in the Bengali language, but for the
reasons stated in Para 6th, it has met with a very indifferent receptiou. The
work did not sell even to so much as to exonerate the publishers from the printing
charges.
With regard to the 2nd question, I think the fund at the disposal of the Asiatic

Society should not be confined to the publication of works of one particular lan-
guage or subject, but its benefit ought to be held out for the encouragement of
the learned natives, and the preservation and cultivation of the languages of Asia of
which Sanskrit and Arabic are the two most learned in Hindustan, and translations
from European science in these languages would be desirable.

Books calculated for school purposes printed iu the vernacular tongues, used in

different parts of the country no doubt will pro\e more useful than Sanskrit or Arabic,
and conduce more to the instruction and improvement of the natives. If they are in a
form and of a nature suitable to their taste, and capacity and state of reading aftiongst

them and the state of society.

As for the term vernacular language, I do not understand what is meant by it.

If it is meant to be Bengali it is understood by the people inhabiting the coun-
try which comprehends Rajmehal, Orissa, Chittagong, Assam and Mithila, But a
considerable portion of the language is intermixed with Sanskrit, and when a work
written in that language is of a scientific character, it must require a pandit to ex-
plain its meaning. If it is meant to be Hindi a term by which languages spoken
in Behar, Lucknow, and Agra is called ; it must come under the head of Urdu,
Hindi, or Hindui.
The Hindi which is a degeneration of words derived principally from the ver-

nacular language*, is very poor and incapable of interpreting any difficult and scien-

* By Hindi is meant the vernacular written in Nagari, which differs so far from
the Persian-written U'rdu that its reading is confined nearly to Hindus

;
and abstract

terms borrowed from Sanskrit or rather Prikrit will in it take the place of the Arabic

5 A
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tific subject, without borrowing a considerable portion of words from Urdu, two*
thirds of which consists of Arabic and Persian words.

The state of literatuie in those parts of the country where these languages are

spoken is not yet such, as to be expected that the people would derive much benefit

from books similar to the medical vade mecum. The great mass of the people can-
not read works like these with proportionate benefit without a previous acquirement
or knowledge in the Sanskrit, Persian or Arabic language. But a vernacular version

from such works may be useful and prove advantageous only in colleges where
medical science is taught

;
but it will he necessary for the aid of the muushi or a

paudit to learn it.

Ram Comul Sen.
\3th August, 1 S38.

Minute by Dr. N. Wallich.
I am clearly of opinion that there ought to be correct versions in the two classi-

cal languages of the East, of at least the elementary works in sciences ; were it only

for the purpose of fixing the nomenclature on some sort of sound basis. Speaking
of Sanskrita, 1 believe 1 am right in asserting, that the language is understood
to be fully capable of expressing or rendering every possible term of science, that
lias any meaning at all. I therefore adhere to the opinion already expressed by our
Committee that Madhusudan’s translation should be published in the manner
we have recommended.
With regard to versions of works of this nature into the vernacular languages, I

cannot help considering the matter as being of such obvious importance as scarcely to

admit of a question or a doubt. But still I would say let us have accurate Sanskrita
translations in the first instance

;
it will then be safe— I had almost said possible

to have accurate versions in Bengali,—for I presume that is the vernacular language
to which Mr. Prinsep alludes.
With every deference to Dewan Ram Comul Sen’s opinion, coming as it does

from a first-rate Sanskrita scholar (the only Sanskrit scholar among us) and author
of one of the best English and Bengali Dictionaries extant, I must suppose, that the
reason alleged for the Vidya-hara-buli not being much used is not the only,' per-
haps not the chief one.

N. Wallich.
Minute by Dr. H. H. Spry.

Dewan Ram Comul Sen’s reasons are l think all cogent
;
and being at this mo-

ment engaged in a statistical investigation into the state of education in Hindustan
I can show by the aid of figures that there are only two languages known in Hindus-
tan through the instrumentality of which the translation of any work of European
science can hope for success. Learning, as all must know, is in this country, limited

by the peculiar grade in which the individual happens to be born, and there is in

consequence, no mutual connection between the vernacular and learned schools. Boys
in this country do not go first to the preparatory school or academy and afterwards
to the college, but these institutions are two separate schools, each existing for a
perfectly distinct class of Society—the one for the trading and agricultural commu-
nity, and the other for the religious and learned classes. ; Indeed so carefully is this

distinction observed by the Hindu population that the children of the latter class are
seldom, if ever, permitted to attend the village vernacular school, but such prepara-
tory instruction as is requisite, before sitting down to Sanskrita, is given under the
parent’s own roof. Again, the Hindu vernacular schools never profess to afford in-

struction beyond the mere knowledge of keeping accounts accurately, while the
masters themselves are more than half (|||) of the inferior (Kayastha; or writer

caste ;
and wbat is still more to the point there are in Lower Hindustan alone no

fewer than five distinct vernacular dialects—viz. Bengali, Hindi, Uriya, Triliutiva,

and Persian with Urdu. In Behar and Shuhabad the second of these tongues is

in general use, but it differs very much from tire Hindi of Palnu, while the Maro-
wars speak a dialect of the Hindi language not le*s different from that of Patna
than the dialect of Bhojpur is, and with the Musalmaus, Persian instruction is the
only substitute for vernacular instruction except in cases in which Mussaluians
resort to Bengali and Hindi schools

;
and although the Hindustani or Urdu is the

current spoken language of the educated Musalmans of Hindustan, it is a remark-
able feature in the constitution of Muhammadan Society in Behar and Bengal that
itis only known colloquially it is never employed in their schools but to give oral

instruction in Arabic. In a total of 1459 vernacular schools in Lower Hindustan,

or Persian terms so abundantly introduced in the other by itsMusulman penmen or
by Hindu writers bred up in the atmosphere of a Muhammadan court, or of the courts
of justice hitherto conducted in Persian.

—

Ed.
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965 are without any written books of instruction of any kind,—the ultimate object

of this species of instruction being to teach accounts. To render a scientific bonk
such as Hooper’s Vade Mecum into one or all (and if vernacular he adopted all w ill

claim alike) of these vernacular dialects would therefore he a waste of time and
money.
On the other hand, althoueh it he true that Sanskrita is open to a certain extent

to all classes of native society, yet in reality it is exclusively confined to the brah-
mins, and is essentially the language of Hindu learning

;
for it was found, that, in

the whole extent of the country visited by the late survey, as well as that made
known to us by Dr. Hamilton, that with the exception of five physicians the San-
skrit teaching was a brahminical monopolv

;
while out of a class of 153 students in

the Moorshedabad District, one only was a Kayastha,—of393 in Beerbhoom only nine
were of the Vaidya or medical caste ;—three of the Vaishnava or followers of the
Chaitanya and one a Daivagna or outcast Brahmin

;
in Burdwae out of 1358 students

45 were Vaidyas, 11 Daivagnas, six Vaishnavas, makiug a total of 76 while all the
rest were brahmins. My opinion therefore is that until English Normal Schools of
learning can be sufficiently established whereby the young men of this country can
study the science and literature of England in its original form, all works partaking
of the character of the one now under discussion should be rendered into the two
learned oriental languages, viz. Sanskrita and Perso- Arabic, and that translations

for the use of the vernacular schools should be confined to books fitted to the wants
of the class of boys who frequent these seminaries.

Henry H. Spry, M. D.

Minute by Professor O’Shaughnessy.

1 think a small portion of the funds of the Asiatic Society may be advantageously
devoted to the publication of the Sanskrita version by Madhusudana Gupta of

Hooper's Vade Mecum, improved and amended, as formerly suggested. The trans-

lation is ready and only requires illustrations and a few additions,— it is paid for

—

Mr. Muir’s munificent donation applies only to a Sanskrita volume—there exists

a large class of individuals learned in that tongue who are represented by the Dewan
Ram Comul Sen as ready to read the proposed work. These facts appear to me
sufficient to warrant our applying the funds of the Society in the proposed manner.
Had not a version of Hooper’s work heen already made and paid for I would

much prefer one of Dr. Southwood Smith’s “ Philosophy of health,” the most
interesting, intelligible and instructive popular work on physiology, which has
ever been published. Its illustrations are admirable, its size duodecimo. The
work was published in 1837 in order to communicate to the educated classes in
England, as much knowledge of the Science of medicine as would enable them to see
through the impostures of the Morisons and St. John Longs. I have no doubt
but that it would be studied with avidity by the Sanskrita scholars of India

; and
that the powerful though simple reasoning which pervades its pages, would force

true knowledge on many a mind.
A work on pure anatomy cannot be so useful, especially to the hereditary physi-

cians of the Sanskrit a School, inasmuch as they will not have recourse to the
practical anatomical studies, which alone can render the volume instructive to any
material degree. The proposed illustrations will lend, however, a little intelligibility

to the work, and for this little I am willing that the proposed expenditure be made.
As a complete work on anatomy already exists in Bengali, the question of

publishing Hooper’s “Vade Mecum” in that language instead of Sanskrita is of
course set aside. And I do not agree with the Dewan Ram Comul Sen as to the
causes of the Vidya Ilura boll having proved unsaleable. I think it was simply
because no medical school taught in the Bengali language, was in existence. When
secondary classes spring up, as please God they soon will, in which our normal
pupils will spread the instruction we are now imparting to them, through the Eng-
lish language, then the Vidya Hara boll will be of inestimable advantage. I would
respecttully suggest to the Society, as a measure worthy of their attention that they
secure the preservation of the remaining copies of this work in anticipation of the
rapidly approaching period when they will be rendered available.

With reference to a version of this or any similar work in Urdu. I do not think
it at present required, because there is no class of students prepared to profit by
it. A class, I trust, will soon be formed, and then the advantages of such a version
will assume a practical shape, intelligible even to my good friends on the sub-com-
mittee, who affect to doubt the existence of the Hindustani language. They ought
6u precisely equivalent reasons to deny the entity of the English tongue, and pro-

5 a 2
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pose that all our schoolboys should receive the rudiments of knowledge from the

unadulterated sources of the Celtic or the Norse.

As to the aid derivable from Sanskrita in the versions of technical terms there is

much more unanimity among all parties than they are themselves aware of. Our
friend Ram Comul, if called on to translate the “membrane" of “Jacob” or

the “ Eustachian” “ tube,” would leave the proper names as they stand and adopt

the equivalent term to be found in every language for the thing denoted. If speak-

ing of “ Oxygen" which was baptized before its properties were investieated, aud

the meaning of the name of which is now known to give an erroneous notion of its

nature, in such a case instead of multiplying error by translating the name I pre-

sume Ram Comul Sen would transfer the word as a conventional term. Look at
“ Narcotine’' so called because its discoverer fancied it was the narcotine principle

of opium. We now find that it possesses no such properties, but is a powerful

febrifuge, like quinine
;
what will Ram Comul Sen propose in such a case ?— of

course not to translate the name but to transfer it as it stands.

The illustrations of whatever work may be decided on may be obtained very cheap,

ly and quickly by application to Professor Quain, Mr. Paxton or Dr. Smith.
These gentlemen of course preserve the blocks, and I am convinced will gladly permit

the required copies of the plates to be struck therefrom, for publication in the

oriental languages, on being requested to do so by this Society.

W. B. O’Shaughnessy.
30th August, 1838.

Minute by G. Evans, Esq.
The very limited acquaintance with the languages aud literature of India which I

possess, renders it a matter of some difficulty for me to offer an opinion upon a
question on which I am far from being qualified to decide, and regarding which there

also appears to be some diversity of sentiment.
The advancement and diffusion of medical and other European knowledge amongst

all grades and conditions of the natives of India, are unquestionably objects of para-
mount importance, such indeed as merit the serious consideration of every enlighten-

ed and well disposed mind : it becomes therefore a matter of great moment to deter-

mine on the means best calculated to ensure their most extensive and permanent suc-

cess, not only in medicine, but in every branch of science, and it is to these consi-

derations that our endeavours, unbiassed by favorite pursuits, should be mainly
directed.

Sanskrit is the fundamental, and one of the classic languages of the east, and as

such its study should be scrupulously upheld and warmly advocated by all who take
an interest in the affairs and polity of the vast empire over which we rule and preside.

The question the Committee is called on to express its unqualified sentiments
upon, is whether the medical work, selected for publication in one of the native

languages, should be translated into the Sanskrit, or into the vernacular tongue.
The arguments advanced against the latter by Dewan Ram Comul Sen, coming as
they do from a learned Sanskrit scholar, demand every consideration

;
many of his

objections do not admit of denial, but I think they ought at the same time to be
received with certain limitations. The fittest medium for the diffusion of medical
instruction, in my humble opinion, appears to be the Urdu, a language compound-
ed of Sanskrit, Bengali, Persian, Arabic, Hindi and into which English itself has
now been introduced,—printed in this language, the instruction intended to be con-
veyed, would at once become accessible to all classes of natives, which I opine is

the grand object in view, whereas, if alone confined to the Sanskrit, the work would
he useful only to Sanskrit scholars and the knowledge that it must impart, would in

reality be merely a monopoly iu the hands of a few pandits to the total exclusion of
the less learned though not less indifferent inquirers after knowledge. With this
impression I would therefore suggest the propriety of selecting in the first instance,
the Urdu, aud as time, talent and money have already been spent on a translation
into Sanskrit, and there is a further provision in the liberal gift of Mr. Muir, for
the specific purpose of publication in the Sanskrit, I would further recommend that
the original design be implicitly acted up to by having a translation also into that
language.

August 31 st. Geo, Evans.

[Dr. Egerton had not recorded his opinion.]

The President explained to those of the numerous members, who had not
attended at the last meeting how the question had come to be referred back to the
Committee. Their present minutes unanimously confirmed their first report recom-
mending the publication, and it appeared only necessary to put it to the Socie*-
vhether the report should be adopted aud carried into effect, or otherwise.
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Babu Prosonno Comar Tagore adverted to the condition on which the hooks
had been transferred to the Society, and proposed, seconded by Mr. Cracroft:

“ That, as it appears that by the letter of Government the Society are

bound to publish all works handed to them for publication, no discretion

is left to us in the matter, and the publication of the work should therefore

be proceeded with.”

The Secretary explained that although the general object of the transfer of the

hooks was their publication, yet no obligation was implied, inasmuch as some of

them (Dr. Tytler’s translations for instance) could not now be completed.

Mr. G. A. Prinsep, proposed an amendment, seconded by Col, McLeod, which
was carried by a large majority :

—

“ That this Society approve the report of the Select Committee, dated

Slst July, 1838, confirmed by the minutes just read, and proceed to act

thereon.”

The following letter was read from Mr. J. C. C. Sutherland, Secretary

to the Committee of Public Instruction, announcing a prize of 100 rupees
offered by Mr. J. Muir, for a Sanskrit metrical essay, ‘ On the divine power,
wisdom and goodness as exhibited in the creation.’

To J. Prinsep, Esq., Secretary to the Astatic Society.

Sir,
Mr. Muir lias sent to the General Committee one hundred rupees (Co.’s Rs. 100)

as a prize for the best metrical essay “ On the divine power, wisdom and goodness,
as exhibited in the creation.” It is subject to these conditions.

1 st. Competitors are to be the Professors and pandits of the Calcutta Sanskrit
College, Benares Sanskrit College, Agra College, Delhi College, Bishop’s College
and Asiatic Society.

2nd. The number of slokas is to be about 100.

3rd. The measure is to be one of the following metres, Indravajra and Upajati.

4th. The illustrations are to be derived from European systems of science, many
hints of which are contained in the Padartha Vidyasara of which copy is enclosed.

I am, &c.
Fort William, August 4, 1838. J. C. C. Sutherland,

Secretary to G. C. P. I.

The Secretary reported that he had had the letter translated into Sanskrit and
placed (along with Mr. Yates’ ‘ Paddrtha Vidyasira’) in the hands of the three
pandits connected with the society who were eager to compete for the prize.

Extract of a letter (received overland) from the Baron Von Hammer
Purgstall forwarded a translation of the first chapter of the Mohit

, of
which other chapters have been published in the Society’s Journal.

[This communication null appear in the ensuing number.]

Mr. Secretary McNaghten, forwarded from Simla the official copy of
the Girnar inscription communicated by Lieut. Postans to the Bombay
Government.
A second parcel of Sanskrit and Arabic inscriptions were received from

Capt. T. S. Burt, with a manuscript journal of his overland trip to India.
Capt. Alex. Burnes forwarded from Simla a drawing, by a lady, of the

bronze relievo discovered by Dr. Lord, at Badakshdn, representing ‘ the
triumph of Bacchus.’

The original is on its way to Calcutta in charge of Dr. Macleod, eventually
destined along with Dr. Lord’s coins to be deposited in the British Museum

;

otherwise we should have hastened to present a lithograph of the beautiful drawing,
which we doubt not is a most faithful representation of the original. Bacchus
and one of his attendants have lost their heads but all that remains is deeidedlv
of Grecian workmanship.
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PHYSICAL DEPARTMENT.
Tides.

Mr. P. Anstruther, Col. Secretary in Ceylon, transmitted a further
series of tidal observations at Matura,

Belliyaun, Devendra, and Gandurah
for April, May, and June, 1838.

Observations from Singapore were also received from Capt. Scott, who
had incurred an expense of Its. G5.

Mr. Blundell had expended at Mergui, Tnvoy and Amherst Rs. 258.

The Secretary proposed mentioning; this expenditure to Government in sending
up the registers, having no doubt that the sums would be at once paid.

ATatural History.
Dr. McClelland presented a paper on Indian Cyprinidce, with proofs of

13 (out of 15) plates already lithographed in illustration of his synopsis,
which would he available for the Researches, should the Society think fit

to honor the paper by publication.

Resolved, after thanks to Dr. McClelland, that the paper should he
immediately submitted to the Committee of Papers.
Read a letter from M.Stefano Morricand, Secretary, Academy’s Muse-

um Geneva, proposing exchanges of shells, insects, mammalia, and dried
plants with the Society or,with individual collectors

;
his own exchanges may

include all the above objects from Brasil or Bahia, as well as from Europe.
A specimen of the rock from the summit of Peterbot (a volcanic breccia)

and a plant which grows thereon, were presented by Capt. J. A. Cromme-
lin, Engineers, who lately performed the feat of ascending it, in company
with a friend, and a Madagascar apprentice.

An animal of the Arctonix genus obtained from a hill chief in the interior

of the Arracan province, was presented by Capt. Paterson, commanding
the Krishna. A note by the Curator on the same was read.

[Printed in the present number, with M. Duvaucel’s original notice on a similar
animal formerly at Burruckpoor

.

]

A note on the New Zealand caterpillar lately presented by Major
Gregory.

[This will be printed in the ensuing number.]

The following articles were presented for the museum.
Stuffed and mounted specimen of a variety of the Hy’obates Lar or Less-

er Gibbon, presented by Lieut. Muirson Blake and differing in some re-

spects from the II. Lar or Black Gibbon in the Society’s museum, with

which it is contrasted.

Stomach of the same animal
;
simple in its structure, lengthened in form,

and very muscular at its pylonic extremity.

Coecum of the same
;
differing slightly from that of the human subject,

the Simia Satyrus, and Semnopithecus Entetlus in having the vermiform
appendix attached to the centre of the round end of the viscus ; whereas
in all the above named it has a lateral situation.

Uterus from the same subject
;
in an undeveloped state consequent on

the non-age of the animal.

Digestive apparatus of several different descriptions and orders of birds

preserved in spirits of wine with a view to determine by their internal

anatomy in conjunction with their external characters, their natural affi-

nities, and relations with each other—the only sure road to a true and
correct systematic arrangement.
The name of each bird is labelled on the bottle and the peculiarities

observable in the structure and disposition of the digestive organs are
noted down in the descriptive catalogue of the museum.
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Specimens of two species of land shells, the “ Bulimus” ? No. 5, and

Pupa No. 8, described by Lieut. Hutton in his paper on the land shells

of India. (See 3rd Vol. Society’s Journal).

They are found living in company with each other precisely as stated by Lieut.

H. though in very unequal proportions, the Pupa being about 1 to 50 or even ]00

of the other
;
from which they are easily distinguished by their beautiful scarlet

color, each individual looking like a single bead of long seed coral. It is an
elegant little animal, and with its shell is a fine object for microscopic examination.

They are common in the gardens and moist grounds of Calcutta during the rainy

season, living generally under rotten vegetation where they feed secure from the

sun’s scorching rays. They are evidently oviparous, as the egos can be distinctly

seen through the diaphonous shell and are also found scattered upon the surface

of the earth.

The following letter from Capt. Pemberton was read, and tbe collection

alluded to was spread out on the table for the inspection of members.

To J. Prinsep, Esq., Secretary to the Asiatic Society.

Sir,
Under instructions from Government I have the honor to present to the Asiatic

Society a selection consisting of 145 prepared specimens of birds from the ornitholo-

gical collections of the Bootan Mission.
I have, &c.

Calcutta, R. Bojleau Pemberton, Capt.

Sept. 5th, 1S38. Envoy to bootan.

Dr. Hei.fer, employed by Government to explore the natural produc-

tions of tbe Tenasserim provinces, had arranged around the hall and stair-

case a part of the very extensive ornithological collection be had brought

up from Maulmuin, concerning the disposal of which he awaited the orders

of Government.

He had prepared a note on the animal productions of the Tenasserim provinces,

hut on account of the lateness of the hour the President requested him to postpone

the reading until next meeting.

Statistical Committee.

Dr. Spry, submitted his report, embodying the various tables he had
produced at the last meeting.

The report commenced by quoting the instructions of Government to Dr. Bucha-
nan, (printed in the Statistics of Dinajpur, Appendix I. to J. A. S.) in illustration

of the Committee’s objects. The results hitherto obtained are summed up in the
closing paragraph.
“ Oue of the first attempts of your Committee lias been to obtain possession of

some of the numerous recorded documents and reports : and your Committee have
now the satisfaction of stating that they have collected and arranged for immediate
publication, partly from these sources, Tables bearing on the vital statistics of Cal-
cutta

;
the education of tbe people of Lower Hindustan ; and the commerce and in-

dustry of tbe country; making a total of forty tables. These your Committee con-
sider will be sufficient to supply materials for a first number of a series of proceed-
ings, and they hope thus to bring forward from time to time a series of numbers,
that shall contain a mass of useful and practical knowledge. Your Committee desire
however to be guarded in their professions at the outset of their undertaking, and
not to be understood as attempting more than is feasible, or presuming to grapple
with more than may be considered fairly within their power. In conclusion your
Committee trust that the language of the French Government, when addressing its

diplomatic and consular agents, quoted by M. Hemso in his Theorie de la Stafistique,

page 7S, may always be borne in mind when application is made to their labors,
namely ‘ that a result of two lines will sometimes cost a month of toil, but that
these two lines are a truth, and every truth is an everlasting contribution to hu-
manity.’ ”

Henry Harpur Spry,
13th August, 1838. Hon. Sec. Statistical Committee.

Resolved, that the report and tables be immediately made over to the
Committee of Papers to decide on the propriety and on the manner of
their publication.
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